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INTRODUCTION 
There are at least two books that comprehensively tell the story of the Canadians who served with Bomber Command during the 

Second World War -notably ‘No Prouder Place -Canadians and the Bomber Command Experience’ by David Bashow and ‘Reap the 
Whirlwind’ by Spencer Dunmore.and William Carter. ‘The Canadian Bomber Squadrons -Their Story in Their Words’ makes no attempt 
to be a similar, thorough summary of this history. 

Rather, it is designed to introduce, or remind the reader of the history of the Canadian Bomber Command Squadrons by 
presenting archival photos and archival documents within which the Canadians, who were there at the time, tell their story in their own 
words as recorded in debriefing reports and other RCAF and personal documents that, fortunately, were saved following the war. These 
were never of the best quality, being typed at the time on wartime-era typewriters under wartime conditions. The paper documents likely 
deteriorated prior to being photographed onto reels of microfilm by Archives Canada during the late 1970’s and subsequently scanned 
to become digital images. 

During research for a previously published book, I began working with the 405 Squadron archives and was struck by the report 
of a raid following which only five of eight of the squadron’s Halifax bombers returned. The clerk who prepared the report on his or her 
somewhat primitive typewriter methodically recorded the details of the three aircraft that were lost and dutifully listed the service 
numbers, ranks, and names of each of the twenty-one airmen, neatly arranging them into three columns. These were the names of 
individuals who, only the evening before, had been part of the squadron ‘team’, and some of which were likely known personally by the 
clerk. Through looking at documents such as this and similar archival reports written at the time, one gains a sense of the personal 
involvement these Canadians must have had in the great effort that they were part of. To me, these original documents ‘personalize’ 
their story, adding human-interest to the history. 

Many of the documents that you will read are pages from the ‘Operations Record Books’ (ORB’s) as kept by each squadron, 
each Bomber Station, and 6 Group Headquarters. There were two ORB’s kept for each squadron -one being the ‘Form 540’ which was 
a daily diary and the second being the ‘Form 541’ which was a record of the squadron’s operational flying. The 541’s include detailed 
information for each ‘sortie’ or operational flight. Although there was some variation from squadron to squadron, they include the date, 
the names of the aircrew, details regarding the particular aircraft flown, the name of the target or operation, take-off time, landing time, 
bomb-load carried, and finally, the crew’s summary of their experiences as recorded at their debriefing. Another variable is the quality of 
the images of these documents that we are left with after so many years. Some are of excellent quality, whereas others are virtually un-
readable. 

As well as the ORB’s, some of the squadrons saved other archival documents including detailed reports of specific operations, 
combat reports written by air gunners. Other squadrons did not save these. 

There are many tens of thousands of these documents related to the RCAF Bomber Command Squadrons -the Form 541’s, for 
example, recording as many as 50,000 operational sorties. Almost all are available as part of the Bomber Command Museum of 
Canada’s on-line archives. 

And finally, please remember the formidable risks the Canadians serving on these squadrons were facing. The successes of 
Bomber Command were purchased at a terrible cost. Of the 125,000 who served, 58,000 (46.4%) were killed (including over 10,400 
Canadians), 8400 were wounded in action, and almost 10,000 became Prisoners of War. It is a loss rate comparable only to the worst 
slaughter of the First World War trenches. During the Second World War, only the Nazi U-Boat force suffered a higher casualty rate.
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F/Lt Harold Hunter Lindsay was an RCAF operations officer stationed at 
Bomber Command Headquarters at High Wycombe, midway between London and 
Oxford. Following the end of the war, he took an interest in seeing to it that the 
history of the Canadian Bomber Squadrons was preserved -both the documents 
that are the basis of this book and samples of the nose art that was painted on 
many of the RCAF aircraft. 

During late May 1945, F/Lt Lindsay travelled to all the 6 Group stations to 
ensure that, “files and momentos of historical or research value” were not 
destroyed. It is fortunate that he took this initiative as, in the case of RCAF East 
Moor, plans were already in place to destroy them all and some 415 Squadron 
documents had, in fact, already been destroyed. 

At the same time, the process of destroying thousands of bombers had 
begun. Most of the ex-RCAF Halifaxes were stored at the former Handley-Page 
repair depot at Rawcliffe, Yorkshire. During the year following the end of the war, 
over one thousand Halifax aircraft were scrapped there, forming a huge pile of 
chopped metal 80 feet high. The second graveyard for Canadian Halifaxes was at 
High Ercall, Shropshire. 

F/Lt Lindsay felt that it was extremely important that some of the RCAF 
Halifax nose art painted on these British-built bombers be saved for its historical 
merit. He was granted approval by W/Cdr W.R. Thompson to travel to Rawcliffe and 
High Ercall to photograph the nose art and mark some of the best for removal and 

F/Lt Lindsay at Rawcliffe

F/Lt HAROLD LINDSAY -SAVING THE HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN BOMBER SQUADRONS
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shipment to Canada. Lindsay visited the two scrap-yards in a small English truck driven by Robert 
Goodwin, an employee involved in the scrapping operation. 

Thanks to the efforts of this RCAF officer, much of the nose art was photographed just days 
before the bombers were scrapped, and at least fourteen panels containing artwork were cut from 
the aircraft and shipped to Canada. These are now on display at the Canadian War Museum in 
Ottawa. 

One of the fourteen panels is from Halifax NP714 that was assigned to 426 Squadron on 14 
July 1944, but flew no sorties. It was then assigned to 408 Squadron and flew her first operation to 
St. Leu D'Esserent on 5 August. Three days later, the bomber was flown on its third operation by F/O 
R.E. Johnson's crew and it became ‘their’ aircraft. The crew called the aircraft ‘Veni-Vedi-Vici’           
(I came, I saw, I conquered). The Johnson crew flew twenty-five operations in their Halifax and 
completed a total of thirty operations between 8 August and 28 December 1944. Halifax NP714 went 
on to complete a total of 66 operations before the war ended and it was flown to Rawcliffe to be 
scrapped, like all the Halifaxes that served with the RAF and the RCAF. 

 The personalization of an aircraft by giving it a name and painting an image on it was very 
important to many of the crews. As Jack McIntosh, a 419 Squadron Halifax pilot, recalled, "The 
name and nose art made it feel she was 'our' aircraft and would always bring us home."

408 Squadron Halifax ‘Veni-Vedi-Vici’ at the scrap yard at Rawcliffe prior to F/Lt Lindsay arranging for the nose art to be removed

Veni-Vedi-Vici is on display at the  
Canadian War Museum
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CANADIANS IN BOMBER COMMAND -BEFORE THE CANADIAN SQUADRONS 
The fifteen young men of No. 107 Squadron sat in their flying gear as the message from the 

King was read. It was meant to inspire patriotism and confidence. "The Royal Air Force has behind it 
a tradition no less inspiring than those of the older Services, and in the campaign which we have 
now been compelled to undertake, you will have to assume responsibilities far greater than those 
which your service had to shoulder in the last war. I can assure all ranks of the air force of my 
supreme confidence in their skill and courage, and in their ability to meet whatever calls may be 
made upon them." 

The squadron operated Bristol Blenheim IV aircraft which, with its distinctive scalloped nose, 
was one of four twin-engined bombers which were ready for action at the beginning of the war. 
Together with the Wellington, Hampden, and Whitley, they would carry the load for Bomber 
Command until the four-engined Stirlings, Halifaxes, and Lancasters took over. 

By the end of the day on 4 September 1939, the second day of the war, four of the five 
aircraft which set out from RAF Wattisham on the squadron's first operation of the war had been 
destroyed and one of the pilots had become the first of about 10,500 Canadians to be killed while 
serving with Bomber Command during the Second World War. 

Born in Montreal, Albert Stanley Prince had joined the Royal Air Force in 1935. His aircraft 
was shot down as he attacked the pocket Battleship Admiral Scheer. Sgt. Prince was mortally 
wounded and died later in hospital. His crewmembers become the first Allied Prisoners of War and 
remained in confinement until liberated from Stalag 357 by Allied forces. 

There were hundreds of other Canadians serving with Bomber Command when war broke 
out. Most, like Sgt. Prince, had enlisted in the Royal Air Force but 
as the war progressed more and more were members of the Royal 
Canadian Air Force who were serving in RAF squadrons. There 
would be no RCAF Bomber Squadrons until April 1941. 

Stewart Robertson left his home in Calgary and joined the 
RAF in 1937. He was flying Whitley Bombers with 51 Squadron 
when the German Army invaded France and the war began in 
earnest. Many of his first operations were in support of the British 
Army that was retreating through France. On 9 June, the crew was 
ordered to destroy a bridge. However they could not locate it in the 
mist, but scored direct hits on a main road instead. Railway 
marshalling yards were attacked, as were oil plants, troop and 
transport concentrations, and arms dumps. As well, industrial 
centres in cities as far away as Frankfurt were targeted. 

The most significant raid during this period was an attack 
on Turin, Italy on 11 June. Italy had declared war the previous day 
and obviously Churchill wanted the Italian leaders to realize there 
would be consequences. As the thirty-six Whitleys assigned to the 

Artwork depicting Sgt. Prince attacking the Admiral Scheer

Sgt. Albert Stanley Prince
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raid would be operating at the extreme limit of their range, an initial flight was made to refuel at 
Guernsey in the Channel Islands that would soon be occupied by the German army. 

Only twenty-three of the aircraft were able to cross over the Alps and bomb due to extreme 
weather. Stew's crew reported that they, "encountered extremely bad weather shortly after leaving 
Guernsey and as the port engine iced up, were forced to return" before reaching the Alps. 

Stewart Robertson’s experiences during these early months of the war were typical of the 
other Canadians serving with the RAF Bomber Squadrons as a variety of targets were attacked. 
Enemy warships and oil installations were bombed and propaganda leaflets were spread over 
German cities on ‘nickel raids’. Concentrations of barges massing in the Channel ports for the 
planned invasion of England were the subject of repeated and largely successful attacks.  

On 23 September Stew was over Berlin for the third time, this flight taking an astonishing ten 
hours and forty-five minutes of flying time. This was a unique raid for this period of the war in that 
Bomber Command, for the first time, concentrated 129 aircraft on a single target. 

On 8 November 1940, Stew took off on his last Whitley operation. Four other squadron 
aircraft were prevented from leaving, as the base found itself under attack by enemy ‘intruder’ 
aircraft. For F/Lt Robertson, this last flight with the squadron was a demanding ten hour and fifteen 
minute raid to Milan. 

Stewart Robertson had survived a tour of thirty-eight operations and was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. Most of his friends had not. He recalled that, "When I left the squadron, 
of all the chaps there when I started out, there were only three of four of us left -all the rest had got 
the chop." He would go on to fly four-engined Stirlings, become a Wing Commander and return to 
Calgary. He was lucky. Only one in ten of the airmen flying at the beginning of the war survived. 

Even as the Canadian Squadrons were formed beginning in 
April 1941, most RCAF airmen continued to be assigned to RAF 
Squadrons. This continued until the end of the war.

Following a nine hour raid to Cologne, F/Lt Robertson returned to 
find that his base at RAF Dishforth was hidden by fog. He was 

forced to make a ‘wheels-up’ landing in a field.

F/Lt Stewart Robertson DFC

The Nazi’s plan to invade England utilized hundreds of barges 
 that were being assembled in French ports.
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EMBARKATION AND #3 PRC AT BOURNEMOUTH 
Following training under the British Commonwealth Air 

Training Plan in Canada, the graduate airmen were generally 
given a leave and then ordered to Halifax to travel by ship to the 
UK. 

Generally, Royal Canadian Air Force aircrew arriving in the 
UK travelled by train to #3 RCAF Personnel Reception Centre     
(3 PRU) at Bournemouth on the south coast of England where 
they were introduced to wartime life in Britain. Bournemouth had 
formerly been a restful, seaside resort whose up-scale hotels 
catered to the upper class who came to enjoy its beaches, warm 
climate, stately gardens, and lush parks. 

Now war had transformed the city. Upon their arrival, the 
young Canadians immediately noticed that the beaches were 
heavily mined and all access to them barred by coils of rust-
encrusted barbed wire. They heard air-raid sirens. Bournemouth 
suffered its share of bombing attacks during the war with more 
than fifty air raids leaving 219 people dead and 726 injured. 

The function of the Personnel Reception Centre was to act 
as a holding unit for the newly arrived Canadian airmen prior to 
their being posted elsewhere in the UK to receive additional 
training. The airmen had their photographs taken and were issued 
identification cards as well as flying suits, silk and fleece lined 
boots, chamois leather gloves, helmets, and goggles. Then they 
awaited their posting.

12
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OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNIT -FORMING A BOMBER CREW 
If an airman was to fly in bombers, he would be posted to a Bomber 

Command Operational Training Unit (OTU) for ten weeks. Here, the training was  
more serious and the flying much more dangerous than previously experienced, to 
some extent because of the dangerous mix of the novice crews and ‘clapped out’ 
aircraft that had previously flown operationally. He was now training as a member of 
a bomber crew and they would learn to fly operationally on an actual warplane. 
About 10% of Bomber Command’s losses occurred while training. Jack McIntosh of 
Calgary, a 419 Squadron pilot, recalled attending eleven funerals in two weeks 
while at his Operational Training Unit.  

Upon their arrival at the OTU, the RCAF aircrew were simply thrown in with 
the other Commonwealth airmen, mostly British but with a considerable number of 
Australians, and New Zealanders. The manner in which most bomber crews came 
together was quite informal. Murray Peden, a Canadian pilot, wrote of his ‘crewing-up’ at the OTU, 

“The instructors and admin officers, who wasted no time getting hold of us, organized the group into classes and laid out our 
syllabus. They dropped the word that within about ten days we would be teamed up in crews of five, each consisting of a pilot, bomb-
aimer, navigator, wireless operator, and air gunner. Equal numbers of each of these trades had been brought together to form our 
course, and we were told that if any five could agree amongst themselves that they wanted to form a crew and fly together, the Air 
Force would oblige and crew them up officially. But at the end of the ten-day period, all those who had not made their own 
arrangements would be crewed up arbitrarily by the staff and probably, we guessed, by purely random selection.” 

Almost all the airmen were very young, even a man of twenty-five would likely be referred to as the ‘Old Man’ or ‘Grandpa’. 
Within a crew, there were generally different ranks and nationalities, and they came from different walks of life. However, the men 
quickly bonded together to form a very special, tightly-knit crew. This bond was based on mutual trust, dependence, and shared 
experiences –both terrifying ones in the air and enjoyable ones while off duty. 

This camaraderie was crucial to maintaining morale and efficiency in the air. Most felt that their crew was one of the best in 
Bomber Command. They generally spent many of their off-duty hours together as 
well as the first day or two of a leave. The bond between members of a bomber 
crew was very strong. F/Lt Eddie Tickler wrote, 

“You were seven men brought together by conflict and you came to know 
each other’s every mood and reaction, ability, humility, and likes and dislikes during 
your training and operational life together . . . Your crew were seven men who not 
only flew together but ate, drank, slept, and played together . . . You were ‘one’ and 
generally inseparable. Rank meant little between you, yet you knew the dividing 
lines between respect, authority, and familiarity.” 

Prior to the arrival of the four-engined bombers, the crews would be posted 
directly to an operational squadron, most likely to continue to fly the Wellington 
aircraft that they flew at the OTU. Beginning in 1943 however, the newly formed 
crews would proceed to a Heavy Conversion Unit (HCU) where they would spend 
an additional five weeks becoming familiar with the Halifax or Lancaster bombers 
that they would be flying on operations.

Wellingtons at a Bomber Command OTU

A Bomber Command Lancaster crew
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Bomber Command operated as many as twenty-two OTU’s. Although none were directly administered by the RCAF, the majority 
of Canadian aircrew that would become part of the Canadian Squadrons were posted to 22 OTU at Wellesbourne. As the document 
below indicates, well over one hundred crews were in training at the OTU during mid-1944. As well, the unit itself was made up 
predominantly of Canadians, with over 1250 RCAF personnel on staff.

The 22 OTU Operations Record Book recorded two emergency landings and one crash over four days during early December 1944.
14
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405 -THE FIRST RCAF BOMBER SQUADRON 
      405 Squadron was formed on 23 April 1941 

as the first Royal Canadian Air Force bomber 
squadron. It was assigned to 4 Group of Bomber 
Command, operating as part of the RAF. Based at 
Driffield in Yorkshire, the rookie unit was equipped 
with the Vickers Wellington Mk II bomber. 

      Like the Armstrong-Whitworth Whitley, Bristol 
Blenheim, and Handley-Page Hampden, the 
Wellington was a twin-engined aircraft that had 
been operational at the outbreak of the war. These 
four aircraft carried the fight for Bomber Command 
until the much larger, four-engined Stirlings, 
Halifaxes, and Lancasters became available. 

     The Vickers-Armstrong Wellington, known 
affectionately as the ‘Wimpy’, was Bomber 
Command’s leading twin-engined medium bomber 
from the outbreak of the war until it was 
superseded by the four-engined bombers during 
1942 and 1943. However, it continued to play an 

important role in training and flew operationally until the end of the war in roles such 
as convoy protection, reconnaissance, mine-laying, and anti-submarine operations 

Its unique, geodetic structure, had been designed by Sir Barnes Wallis who 
masterminded the weapon and techniques used in the famed Dambusters Raid. It 
made the airframe capable of withstanding tremendous damage and still able to 
bring its crew safely back to base. 

The Wellington Mk II’s were powered by twin, 1145 horsepower Rolls-Royce 
Merlin X, V-12 engines. Like the other bombers operational at the time, it was slow 
and had a limited ceiling. Wellingtons were armed with twin .303 machine guns in 
the nose and tail turrets and could carry a 4500 pound bomb load. 

405 slowly built up to its full strength of both aircraft and aircrew but, before 
it was able to fly its first operation, RAF Driffield itself was attacked by enemy 
intruder aircraft. One of its Wellingtons was destroyed and another damaged. 

Eight days later, the squadron flew its first operation with three Wellingtons 
bombing the railway marshalling yards at Schwerte. Four days later, the squadron 
suffered their first losses. 

405 Squadron would lose 531 airmen before the war ended over four years 
later.

405 Squadron Wellington

S/Ldr Robert Bissett DFC and Bar (third from left) 
and his crew. Their 405 Squadron Wellington 

 was lost over the North Sea.

405 Squadron Operations Room
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408 SQUADRON AND THE HAMPDEN BOMBER 
408 Squadron was the second Canadian Bomber Squadron, formed on 24 

June 1941 and flying its first operation on the night of 11/12 August. The squadron 
was equipped with Handley-Page Hampden twin engined aircraft. Sleek and 
maneuverable, the Hampden had a distinctive, deep fuselage which gracefully 
tapered to a slender tail boom. It was said to have been, "a great aircraft to fly with 
excellent visibility from the cockpit and responsive, superior handling characteristics 
even at low speeds." It had a good range and could carry a respectable bomb load. 
However, it was very cold and was not fitted with powered gun turrets like the other 
twin-engined bombers. As well, the Hampden became known as the ‘Flying 
Suitcase’ because of its cramped crew conditions. 

The Hampden entered service in 1938 and eight squadrons were operational at the beginning of the war. They were in action 
immediately, raiding enemy naval installations and ships until the daylight formations began encountering enemy fighters. Casualties 
became so heavy the Hampden was taken off operations, re-equipped with better armour and armament, and then used only at night. 
The aircraft did find a niche for itself in Bomber Command as an ideal platform for placing aerial mines in the North Sea. Many 
'Gardening' sorties were flown over enemy waters by Hampdens and they continued in this role for the remainder of its service. 

160 Hampdens were manufactured in Canada, the first completed in August 1940. By October 1940, Canadian production had 
risen to fifteen aircraft per month. The majority of the Canadian-built Hampdens were shipped by sea to Great Britain where they saw 
combat. 

408 Squadron flew their Hampdens for over a year, until September 1942. During these early years, Bomber Command’s twin-
engined aircraft such as the Hampden had no electronic navigational aids, relying on ‘assumed winds’ and being able to see the terrain 
and targets. As the following individual ORB reports indicate, 408’s Hampdens flew a wide variety of operations -some exceeding eight 
hours in length. They dropped bombs, sea mines, and leaflets and confronted numerous hazards such as flak, fighters, and icing.

408 Squadron Hampden
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‘MOOSE’ IS LOST ON OPS 
The third Canadian bomber squadron, 419, was 

formed in December 1941. W/Cdr John ‘Moose’ Fulton 
was appointed its commanding officer. He was 
described as, “highly capable and charismatic, freckled, 
ginger-haired, soft-spoken, and slow-gaited. He was a 
tireless, fearless, and popular commander who led from 
the front and fully shared the risks with his men, in spite 
of orders at the time to C/O's to, “minimize their 
operational flying.” 

On 28/29 July 1942, Moose led his squadron on 
a raid to Hamburg. While returning, his Wellington 
aircraft was shot down over the North Sea. Knowing that 
Moose was down in the sea, the exhausted airmen who 
had made it back requested permission to go right back 

out and commence a search. But that job belonged to Air-Sea Rescue and they 
were ordered to bed. Moose and his crew were never found. 

Moose’s dedication and concern for his men led the squadron to take his 
nickname for its own. No. 419 ‘Moose’ Squadron is the only Canadian squadron to 
be named after a person and, even today, squadron members refer to themselves 
as ‘Moosemen’.

Presentation of 'Moosehead Herman' to Wing 
Commander Fulton on 24 July 1942, just four days 

before he was lost on operations
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‘Moosemen’ and a 419 Squadron Lancaster
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CITY OF KAMLOOPS ADOPTS THE MOOSE SQUADRON 
Following the loss of W/Cdr Fulton, W/Cdr A.P. Walsh took command of 

419 Squadron but, sadly, he too was lost on operations less than a month later. 
W/Cdr M.M. Fleming then took command of the ‘Moosemen’. 

As the war went on, several Canadian Bomber Squadrons were ‘adopted’ 
by communities in Canada, providing a focus for the towns or cities to support 
the RCAF personnel. The City of Kamloops continues to have an association 
with 419 Squadron, which today operates the BAE Hawk based at Cold Lake, 
Alberta. 

This letter, written by ‘Moose’ Fulton’s mother, was received by        
W/Cdr Fleming.

419 Squadron aircraft at Kamloops Airport 
[courtesy Stéphane Guevremont]
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Eleven of the fifteen Canadian Bomber Squadrons flew the Vickers 
Wellington Bomber before converting to four-engined aircraft. Although more of the 
Canadian airmen were killed in the four-engined aircraft (Halifax 33%, Lancaster 
30%, and Stirling 5%), 23% were lost in Wellingtons. 

The twin-engined Wellington featured geodetic construction, a ‘basket 
weave’ system that gave the aircraft's structural framework tremendous strength 
because any one of the stringers could support some of the weight from even the 
opposite side of the aircraft. Blowing out one side's beams would still leave the 
aircraft as a whole intact. This framework was covered by fabric. 

First entering service in October 1938, a total of 11,461 Wellingtons were 
built, considerably more than any other British-built bomber. During peak wartime 
production in 1942, 302 Wellingtons were being built each month. The Wellington 
was known as the ‘Wimpy’ by the airmen -after J. Wellington Wimpy from the 
Popeye cartoons. 

Together with the twin-engined Blenheim, Whitley and Hampden, the 
Wellington successfully carried the war to the enemy until large numbers of the four-
engined heavy bombers became available beginning in 1942. 

During May 1943, three Canadian Wellington Squadrons (420, 424, and 425) 
were sent to Tunisia as No. 331 Wing RCAF to support the Allied invasion of Sicily 
and Italy. They operated almost every night for three months bombing airfields, 
harbours, and rail facilities. The Canadian Wellingtons also provided battlefield 
support during the assaults. 

Bomber Command aircrew were well-known for the songs they sung in their 
mess -often after much beer had been consumed. One of the most popular was, 
‘Ops in a Wimpy’ which had numerous versus and evolved into songs regarding 
other aircraft as well. It was sung to the tune of ‘Waltzing Matilda’ and the opening 
lines were: 

“Ops in a Wimpy, ops in a Wimpy, 
Who'll come on ops in a Wimpy with me.”

WELLINGTON OPERATIONS

 405 Squadron aircrew boarding a Wellington at 
Pocklington in 1941

426 Squadron Wellingtons

The battle damage on this 428 Squadron 
Wellington reveals its structural framework.
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428 Squadron Wellington operations ORB

424 Squadron Wellington operation ORB
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Richard Peirse had been appointed the commanding officer of Bomber Command on 5 October 1940. He oversaw the beginning 
of the transition of the force from twin-engined aircraft to the heavy bomber force that would play a major role in the eventual victory.  

However, during August 1941, a chilling report by D.R.M. Butt of the war cabinet secretariat had been submitted to the Prime 
Minister. The report declared that, of the crews who claimed to have attacked their primary target (about one-third were unable to find 
the target), only one in three came within five miles of the aiming point. It was a shock to many, although not necessarily to those within 
the Command, that crews were struggling to navigate to, identify, and bomb the targets assigned to them. 

Then came a disastrous raid to Berlin on 7/8 November by 169 aircraft. Although a pre-take off weather forecast told of a large 
area of bad weather with storms, thick cloud, icing and hail, Peirse insisted that the planned raid proceed. Only 73 aircraft reached the 
general area of Berlin and little damage was done. A staggering 12.4%, 21 of the 169 bombers, failed to return. Of the two RCAF 
Squadrons operational at the time, only 405 was called upon for the raid. They lost one of the ten aircraft dispatched. 

A future C/O of 405 Squadron, Johnny Fauquier, minced no words describing the Berlin sortie. He had been uneasy about the 
operation from the first few minutes of the briefing when the meteorologist had been, “nervous and seemed unable to make up his mind 
about the wind velocity for the return to base.” Following his return, Johnny summarized his thoughts by stating that he was, “Utterly 
fatigued, half frozen, and disgusted at being launched on a major operation against the German capital in weather totally unfitted to the 
task.” 

This raid prompted the War Cabinet to take drastic action. They ordered that Bomber Command’s operations should be strictly 
limited, at least for the immediate future, while its strategic potential and operational techniques were thoroughly reviewed. It was felt 
that casualties on the scale currently being suffered could only be justified if worthwhile results were being achieved and, at this point, 
they were not. 

ARTHUR HARRIS TAKES COMMAND

Towards the end of 1941, Air Marshal Charles Portal, the Chief of the Air Staff, decided that new leadership was required and on 
22 February 1942, he appointed Arthur Harris to lead Bomber Command, which he did until the end of the war. 

As commander-in-chief of Bomber Command, Harris presided over the rapid expansion of the command with the introduction of 
better aircraft in greater numbers, improved bombs and bombing tactics, and the effective use of radar and other technology. Bomber 
Command became an efficient and deadly weapon of war, in part by his personal commitment and strength of character. 

The timing of Arthur Harris’s appointment was somewhat fortuitous in that he took over at a time when many of the technical 
challenges of night bombing had been solved and when the four-engined aircraft were being produced in increasing numbers. However 
it would take months for the aircraft and new equipment and techniques to get to the squadrons. 

At the time that Arthur Harris took over command, only four Canadian squadrons were operating -405, 408, 419 and 420.

405 Squadron’s report for the Berlin Raid of 7/8 November makes clear some of the difficulties encountered.
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A SUCCESSFUL HOMING PIGEON FLIGHT 
At the beginning of World War II, about two thousand English pigeon 

fanciers gave up their pigeons for military purposes so the birds could take on the 
role of message carriers. The army, air force, and other services used almost a 
quarter of a million birds. Pigeons carried their messages in special containers on 
their legs or in small pouches on their backs. 

Homing pigeons were regularly carried aboard Bomber Command aircraft 
until some time in 1943.  The messages were placed in special containers on their 
legs or in small pouches on their backs. 

420 Squadron had only been operating for one month when Hampden 
AD915, flown by P/O R. Kee, failed to return from a ‘gardening’ operation off of 
Schiermonnikoog, an island on the north coast of the Netherlands, during the night 
of 18/19 February 1942. The aircraft was hit by flak while flying at 8000 feet and 
P/O Kee was forced to ditch the Hampden on a Schiermonnikoog beach. 

P/O Kee, together with his navigator Sgt. W.H.J. Rutledge, survived but the 
two other crewmembers were killed. A message was placed in their pigeon’s 
container and the bird released. 

At 1330 on 22 February, the exhausted pigeon was found at Spurn Head, on 
England’s east coast following a flight of over 400 kilometres across the North Sea. 
In the meantime, however, P.O Kee and Sgt. Rutledge had been captured and were 
Prisoners of War.

Wireless Operator with pigeons
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During 1942 and early in 1943, research into the development of electronic/radio navigational aids reached fruition and were 
incorporated into Bomber Command operations. The first of these was GEE which was first used during March 1942. The second was 
OBOE which was first used in December and became a very valuable tool for the Pathfinder Force. The Third which, like GEE, was 
installed on almost all aircraft, was H2S. These three systems were able to improve significantly navigational and bombing accuracy. 

GEE utilized widely spaced ground-based transmitters that each generated a series of sequential radio pulses to create a grid 
which corresponded to maps carried within the 
aircraft. The transmissions were ‘line of sight’ so the 
curvature of the earth limited its reliable use to about 
350 miles. Beyond that range, its readings became 
progressively less accurate. As well, enemy 
scientists worked to ‘jam’ the transmissions by 
sending their own radio signals. 

The system was also extremely useful by 
assisting navigators returning from a raid, as they 
attempted to locate their base when cloud and fog 
often obscured the ground. 

An Important advantage was that GEE was 
‘passive’, requiring only a receiver aboard the 
aircraft so there were no 
transmissions that could give 
the bomber’s presence away to 
the enemy.

GEE -BOMBER COMMAND’S FIRST NAVIGATIONAL AID

This portion of a GEE map shows the bomber’s track as drawn by navigator W.D. Miller. 
The intersecting grid lines that utilize the GEE system were red and green.
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From the beginning of the war, it was clear that if Bomber Command was to play a pivotal role, 
it would begin when the four-engined, heavy bomber aircraft became available in strength. During 
February 1941, the Short Stirling became the first to enter operational service. The Handley-Page 
Halifax was the second, flying its first operation the following month. 405 Squadron was the first 
Canadian squadron to be equipped with the Halifax but eventually all fifteen of the Canadian 
squadrons would fly the aircraft. 

During the spring of 1942, 405 Squadron was busy with the conversion and, when completed, 
would be taking part in a pivotal point of Bomber Command’s evolution. 

As the Halifax was becoming operational, Arthur Harris was implementing new tactics 
involving large raids utilizing tightly grouped bomber streams calculated to swamp enemy defences. 
Harris knew that the future of Bomber Command was in doubt and he approached both Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill and Charles Portal, Chief of the Air Staff, with the bold idea of assembling 
a force of 1000 bombers and sending them out in a single, massive raid. Harris wanted to persuade 
the doubters in the War Cabinet and catch the public’s imagination. His recommendation was 
approved and eventually three ‘Thousand Bomber Raids’ were launched. 

At this point, there were relatively few of the four-engined, heavy bombers available so the 
majority of the ‘Thousand’ would be twin-engined bombers, primarily Wellingtons. As well, aircraft 
from the OTU’s and their trainee aircrew would be pressed into combat in order to assemble the 
force of 1000 bombers.

405 SQUADRON CONVERTS TO HALIFAXES IN TIME FOR THE THOUSAND BOMBER RAIDS

As 405 Squadron readied its new aircraft and the aircrew who had only recently been trained to operate them, there were other 
challenges as final preparations were made for 405 to be part of the first ‘Thousand Bomber Raid’. As one ground crew member 
recalled, 

“The order was out. Get everything in the air -nothing to be held back. It was a big order and we worked our butts off -one snag . 
. . We could not get the bombs out of our dump fast enough. Every vehicle was hauling bomb carts, even Fauquier’s car . . . The 
logistics of aircraft carrying double the previous loads needed some methods which we had not yet mastered.”

Leaflet dropped by Bomber 
Command aircraft
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Late in the evening of 30 May, C/O Johnny Fauquier led 
fifteen 405 Squadron bombers on their first raid with their new 
aircraft. The target was Cologne and there were a total of 1103 
bombers heading towards the city. 

This first of three Thousand Bomber Raids was a turning 
point for Bomber Command as the new tactics implemented by 
Arthur Harris were, for the most part, successful. During the raid, 
868 aircraft reached and bombed the main target with another 
fifteen bombing alternate targets. The total tonnage of bombs 
dropped was 1,455 tons with two-thirds of that being incendiaries. 

There were losses due to mid-air collisions within the 
bomber stream but these were considered acceptable given the 
advantages of the narrow stream of aircraft. As the new tactic was 
refined, the time over the target was progressively decreased until 
seven or eight hundred aircraft were able to pass over their target 
in less than twenty minutes.
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Aircrew had only a 17% chance of surviving a mortal wound 
to their aircraft over enemy territory. The bombers often exploded 
or the crew had only seconds to escape exposure to fire, 
structural failure of the aircraft, or being trapped and unable to 
move inside a wildly-gyrating or spinning bomber. If the airmen 
landed safely by parachute over enemy territory, they were often 
attacked and killed by enemy civilians. 

Bomber Command aircrew were given training as to what 
to do if they found themselves in enemy territory and were issued 
with an escape kit -a small, sealed container that included razor 
blades, matches in a waterproof case, fishing line and hooks, 
concentrated food tablets, water-purifying tablets, fire starter, and 
a small compass. They also carried silk maps and some currency 
of the countries over which they would be flying. 

Many wore ‘escape boots’. These were sheepskin-lined, 
high flight boots but the lower part looked like ordinary shoes with 
laces. Some had secret compartments inside the heels. On one 
side of the upper part, a steel pocketknife fit tightly in a sheath. 
The two parts of the boot could be separated by cutting along a 
groove designed specifically for this purpose. 

Compasses were vital and miniature ones of various 
shapes and sizes were hidden inside uniform buttons, belt 
buckles, lighters, or smoking pipes. 

The vast majority of downed airmen became POW’s. 
However in spite of the daunting odds, some evaded capture and 
eventually returned to England.   F/Lt Angus MacLean, a 405 
Squadron pilot, was one of them. 

On the night of 8/9 June, 405 Squadron sent ten Halifaxes 
on a raid to Essen in the Ruhr Valley. One returned early with 
engine problems and of the nine that attempted to reach the 
target, three did not return -one third of its bombers that attacked. 
It was a bad night for 405 Squadron and for Bomber Command as 
6.5% of the 170 aircraft dispatched went down, including seven 
(16.7%) of the forty-two Halifaxes. 

As the bomb-aimer aboard F/Lt Angus MacLean’s Halifax 
was about to release his bombs over Essen, the aircraft was 
suddenly illuminated by a powerful, blue searchlight and heavy flak 
began exploding all around it. As F/Lt MacLean later wrote, “I knew 

EVADING

This section of 405 Squadron’s Form 540 for 8/9 June 1942 
 shows F/Lt MacLean’s Halifax as ‘Missing’, one of 

 three lost by the squadron that night.
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I had to do something fast. For a start, I had to make quick changes in direction and 
altitude. Our bomb-load was still on board and the bomb-doors were open. That, plus 
the effects of the bursting shells and my probable over-reaction, caused the aircraft to 
stall suddenly and go into a spin.” 

The Halifax fell over ten thousand feet before F/Lt MacLean regained control at 
about 5000 feet, only to find that the ailerons were jammed in the left-turn position. 
“As a result, we had to fly in large circles while a west wind blew us farther and farther 
into Germany. German ground defences were following us closely, firing light flak at 
us.” 

Eventually the bombs were released, F/Lt MacLean was able to release one of 
the stuck ailerons, and a course was set towards England. After a period of relative 
calm, “a stream of cannon shells shot by my window, less than a foot from my head” 
and both port engines lost power. They had been attacked by an Me 110 fighter which 
the mid-upper and rear gunners had managed to shoot down. 

Now down to an altitude of 1200 feet, F/Lt MacLean ordered the crew to 
abandon the aircraft. After holding the aircraft steady for them, he found that when he, 
“left the controls and scrambled to the escape hatch, the aircraft was doing a slow roll 
to the left and would soon dive into a crash. So I had to scramble back to the pilot’s 
seat, straighten up the aircraft, throttle back the two good engines, and trim the aircraft 
into a straight glide. All of this used up several hundred feet of our precious 1000 feet 
of altitude. When I dived out the escape hatch, I knew I was very low so I pulled the rip-
cord immediately.” 

The crew, and in particular F/Lt MacLean, were very fortunate in that all were able to successfully abandon the aircraft over 
occupied Holland. Six were captured and became Prisoners of War. The navigator, P/O James ‘Jimmy’ Wernham, became part of the 
planning of ‘The Great Escape’ from Stalag Luft III, the Prisoner of War Camp at Sagan. He was the 32nd escapee to go through the 
tunnel. Sadly, P/O Wernham was captured and became one of the six Canadians amongst the fifty Allied officers murdered by the 
Gestapo on orders from Adolf Hitler. 

F/Lt MacLean successfully evaded and after a three month journey through occupied Holland, Belgium, and France, reached 
Spain, and eventually Gibraltar. There he was confronted and interrogated by Major Donald Darling of M19 (the U.K.’s Directorate of 
Military Intelligence). F/Lt MacLean recalled, “I first had to satisfy him that I was who I claimed to be and not a German agent posing as 
Angus MacLean. 

“Darling asked me many questions about where I had been stationed. ‘With what squadron?’ he asked. ‘Who was the squadron 
commander?’ ‘J.E. Fauquier,’ I replied. ‘Can you tell me anything unusual about Fauquier?’ ‘Yes,’ I said, ‘He has a pet dog on the 
station.’ ‘That is rather unusual,’ Darling remarked, ‘Would you happen to know its name?’” 

F/Lt MacLean was able to say, “The Wingco’s dog is named ‘Butch’.” A coded message was sent to England to confirm the dog’s 
name and, after a few hours, Darling was satisfied that F/Lt. MacLean was who he claimed to be. 

When F/Lt MacLean returned to England he was sent on a brief tour to speak to the Canadian squadrons. According to Angus, 
the purpose of the tour was, “to exhibit me as living proof that it was possible to be missing for months and still return. My speaking tour 
included my old base in Pocklington. Sadly, I found few of my old friends there. Since I had been shot down, 405 Squadron had lost 
twenty-one crews, a total of about 150 men. The squadron’s normal strength was eighteen crews.” 

Butch and W/Cdr Johnny Fauquier
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THREE OUT OF EIGHT -A DEVASTATING ONE HUNDREDTH OPERATION FOR 405 SQUADRON 
The losses suffered by the RCAF Bomber Squadrons were horrendous. During their Halifax operations between March 1943 and 

February 1944, the average loss rate was 6.05%, producing a mere sixteen percent survival rate (for a tour of thirty operations). 
On 30 June 1942, 405 Squadron participated in a raid to Bremen.This was the squadron’s one hundredth operation since its 

formation, but was clearly one of the worst nights of its history. Out of the eight Halifaxes dispatched, three failed to return. 
Two days earlier, two bombers out of twelve dispatched to Bremen had been lost, killing all fourteen aircrew. 405 Squadron had 

lost one third of its aircraft and thirty-five aircrew in a three-day period -thirty-four squadron airmen had been killed with only rear-gunner 
Sgt. J.W. Dumond surviving to become a Prisoner of War. 

Reading between the lines in the squadron’s daily diary, one can clearly sense the severity of the losses as the names of those 
in the lost aircraft are carefully listed, together with their ranks and service numbers.

Johnny Fauquier brought this somewhat damaged photo of eight 405 Squadron Halifax Mk II’s back to Canada following the war.
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Although hundreds of Canadians were serving with Bomber Command in the 
Royal Air Force at the outbreak of war, the Canadian involvement was one that 
grew as the war progressed. Through the training of large numbers of aircrew in 
Canada by the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan, the number of Canadians 
serving in all aspects of the air war increased dramatically and members of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force played a major role. By the end of 1942, eight Canadian 
Squadrons were operating with Bomber Command, although most RCAF aircrew 
were serving on RAF squadrons. 

No. 6 (RCAF) Group was created on 25 October 1942 by a Canadian 
Government ‘Order in Council’, and was designated as a ‘Strategic and Tactical 
Bombing Unit’, operating within the Royal Air Force’s Bomber Command. The eight 
existing RCAF Squadrons, then operating within other RAF Bomber Command 
Groups, were designated to be the nucleus of the new 6 Group. As much as was 
possible, it was to be completely manned by Canadian officers and men. The 
commanding officer was AVM George E. Brookes. 

The new Group was formed at RAF Linton-on-Ouse Air Station in Yorkshire. The Group Headquarters was moved to Allerton 
Park, the former of home of Lord Mowbray, on 6 December 1942. Allerton Park was 22 miles northwest of the City of York. No. 6 Group 
was declared 'Operational' on 1 January 1943, and the first operation by 6 Group was flown by 427 Squadron during the night of        
3/4 January 1943. 

The Group grew in strength as the allocated RAF Stations became available or were completed, and as new RCAF Squadrons 
were created or transferred to the Group Command. By September 1943, the initial eight squadrons had grown to fourteen squadrons. 

The Canadian effort reached its peak in 1944 when 25,353 sorties were flown. In total, 6 Group flew a total of 40,822 sorties 
during the war. 271,981 hours were flown, a total of 126,122 tons of bombs were dropped and 814 aircraft lost. Eight thousand 
decorations for bravery were awarded to 6 Group aircrew. 

Despite the impressive growth of 6 Group, most RCAF bomber aircrew served on Royal Air Force squadrons.

THE FORMATION OF 6 (RCAF) GROUP

 6 Group Headquarters was in a seventy-five room 
estate mansion known as Allerton Park Castle. The 

Canadians referred to it as ‘Castle Dismal’.

6 Group staff at Allerton Park
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Likely a posed photo, officers at 6 Group Headquarters discuss operational planning
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H2S -USING RADAR TO SEE THROUGH THE CLOUDS 
Unlike the GEE system that relied on ground-based 

transmitters, there were no range limitations with the H2S 
navigational aid because both the transmitting and receiving devices 
were carried in the aircraft. 

H2S utilized radar signals that were emitted from a downward-
looking, rotating radar transmitter fitted into the rear fuselage of the 
aircraft. These scanned the terrain below and the reflections that 
were returned to the bomber were displayed on a screen in the 
navigator’s compartment, thus displaying a ‘picture’ of the terrain 
over which the aircraft was passing. The contrast between water and 
land was generally very distinct. As well, it was often possible to 
distinguish between built up areas (cities) and countryside. 

So H2S provided the crews with a way of navigating to a 
target at night and ‘seeing’ through cloud cover. However, there was 
a significant disadvantage to the system in that the H2S 
transmissions could be detected by the enemy, enabling night-
fighters fitted with specialized equipment to hone in on individual 
aircraft. Other systems were developed that enabled the entire 
bombing stream to be monitored by ground-based equipment. 

H2S became available to the squadrons in January 1943. 

An image on an H2S receiverPlexiglass H2S dome on Lancaster KB700

H2S equipment
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TRANSFERRING RAF AIRFIELDS TO 6 GROUP RCAF 
With the decision to establish 6 Group RCAF, a number of Royal Air Force 

airfields were made available to the Canadians as RCAF Stations. Linton-on-Ouse 
was one of three designated as ‘Operational Bases’, the others being Leeming and 
Middleton-St.George. Each Operational Base also controlled two or three ‘Air 
Stations’ or substations. In the case of Linton-on-Ouse, its other Air Stations were 
Tholthorpe and Eastmoor. 

The airfields of 6 Group were  located  in the ‘Vale of York’ –in North Yorkshire, 
between Darlington and the City of York, along the Swale River and the Ouse River. 
The distance from the airfield at East Moor, near the City of York and the airfield at 
Middleton St. George, near the city of Darlington in County Durham, is approximately 
sixty miles. Most of the eleven airfields were located within five to ten miles of each 
other. The airfields were Middleton St. George, Croft, Leeming, Skipton-on-Swale, 
Topcliffe, Wombleton, Dalton, Dishforth, Tholthorpe, East Moor, and Linton-on-Ouse. 

Unfortunately, the ‘Vale of York’ is a low area, prone to unsettled, windy 
weather in the winter and fog.
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RCAF Croft on 23 May 1943 -note the airfield’s perimeter track and the aircraft at the dispersal sites in the lower portion of the photo
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The idea of having an elite corps 
of crews with proven navigational 
abilities evolved from the somewhat 
limited accuracy of bomber crews 
during the early years of the war as 
documented by the Butt Report, 
together with the development of more 
sophisticated and difficult to use 
electronic navigational aids such as 
Oboe and H2S. Hand-picked crews 
from operational bomber squadrons 
were transferred to the Pathfinder 
Force (PFF) which was officially 

formed on 15 August 1942. 
 Veteran Australian bomber pilot Donald C.T. Bennett was 

appointed the commanding officer of the Pathfinders and retained 
command until the end of the war. He had pioneered long-distance 
aviation between the wars, had helped organize the North Atlantic Ferry 
Service, and led the first flight of Hudson Bombers across the Atlantic 
which had never been flown before during the winter. 

The PFF became its own ‘Group’ within Bomber Command -‘8 
Group’. They were given the latest of the new, scarce, and complicated 
technological innovations developed specifically to aid in navigation. The 
Pathfinder Force began operations on 18 August and continued its work of 
leading the main force against the enemy until the end of the war. 

A variety of techniques for marking targets were used, the type being 
dependent on cloud conditions. Green, red, and yellow Target Indicator 
(T.I.) flares were utilized. Generally, an initial marking of the target was 
improved upon or altered as the raid progressed. Often a ‘Master Bomber’ 
would circle over the target, transmitting radio instructions to other 
Pathfinders as well as to the main force aircraft. 

The gallantry of the Pathfinder Force is legendary and its 
contribution to the war effort immense as it significantly improved the 
accuracy of the main force’s bombing. 

By April 1943, the Pathfinder Force was becoming a vital part of 
Bomber Command’s operations. 405 Squadron RCAF became part of the 
PFF during April 1943 and 405 Squadron’s C/O, ‘Johnny’ Fauquier, became 
known in the press as the ‘King of the Pathfinders’. 

THE PATHFINDERS -MARKING THE TARGET 

Target Indicator Flares

Four 150 pound Target Indicators have been placed 
immediately ahead of the 4000 pound ’Cookie’

AVM Don Bennett (left) and  
W/Cdr Fauquier
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Reports in the 405 Squadron ORB of a raid to Modane on the night of 10/11 November 1943 presents a taste of an operation conducted with 
the guidance of the Pathfinder Force. They were written by W/Cdr Fauquier and S/Ldr’s Gowan and Weiser, the two flight commanders.
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BATTLE OF THE RUHR 
 The Ruhr Valley was the industrial heartland of Nazi Germany. It included 

coke plants, steelworks, and ten synthetic oil plants. The Ruhr was the heart of 
German heavy industry that supplied their armed forces with artillery, shells, tanks 
and other necessities of war. Nicknamed ‘Happy Valley’ by the bomber crews, the 
Ruhr Valley was difficult to attack due to the haze generated by industrial plants and 
the concentration of anti-aircraft defences. 

The Battle of the Ruhr was the first major, extended focus of Bomber 
Command and would be the centre of their attention for five months. The first raid 
was on the night of 5/6 March 1943 -an attack on Essen. The force of 442 bombers 
that attacked included twenty Halifaxes and fifty-eight Wellingtons from the newly 
formed 6 Group. As mentioned in the 426 Squadron ORB below, they were able to 
make good use of the newly formed Pathfinder Force’s flares.

The Battle of the Ruhr was the first major bombing campaign involving the squadrons of 6 Group. For Bomber Command as a 
whole, it was considered to be a major success, although there were serious losses. The Canadian Group mounted 2649 sorties and 
lost 145 aircraft -a loss rate of 5.5%. Clearly, the chances of a bomber crew surviving their tour of thirty operations were not good.

Destroyed factories at Essen -April 1943
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A BOMB FROM ANNE 
The Dutch suffered grievously under Nazi occupation from May 1940 until the final days of the war. A young Dutch girl living in 

Canada must have been very aware of the situation when she contributed $500 to a ‘National War Loan Drive’ together with a special 
request of the Royal Canadian Air Force.
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HEAVY CONVERSION UNIT 
By 1943, a second stage of operational training was required as the Wellingtons were removed from front-line service. This was 

provided at a ‘Heavy Conversion Unit’ (HCU) where, over a five week period, the crews became familiar with the four-engined bombers 
that they would fly on operations. Here the crews acquired two additional members -a mid-upper gunner and a flight engineer, positions 
not required on the Wellingtons. Like the OTU’s, the Heavy Conversion Units suffered from the dangerous mix of ‘clapped-out’ aircraft 
that had been replaced by newer ones on the squadrons, and inexperienced crews. 

The RCAF operated four Heavy Conversion Units -1659 based at Leeming and Topcliffe, 1666 based at Dalton and Wombleton, 
and 1679 based at East Moor and Wombleton. 1664 HCU was stationed at Dishforth and provided training to crews who were to fly the 
later model, Bristol Hercules powered Halifaxes. A portion of their ground training schedule follows.
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An RCAF HCU was a sizeable organization, in the case of 1664 
 at Dishforth, totalling over 1200 staff and students. Halifax Mk III with Bristol Hercules 14 cylinder radial engines
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SECOND DICKIE 
After posting to a squadron, rookie pilots went on one or more ‘Second Dickie’ trips, accompanying an experienced crew. The 

term came from the early years of the war when some bombers had two pilots and the co-pilot was referred to as the ‘Second Dickie’. 
This final training was to allow the fledgling skipper to see how an experienced crew performed under operational conditions. 

Occasionally, the rookie pilot was killed, leaving ‘headless’ crews that were then broken up or assigned to other skippers. 
In the following ORB entry, P/O Jim Emmerson accompanied S/Ldr Green’s 424 Squadron crew on an operation to Dessau. As 

the ORB entry below indicates, it seems to have been a routine trip with no mention of fighters or flak.

Of his introduction to operational flying, Jim Emmerson recalled, “The flak wasn’t nearly as frightening as the fighter flares which 
dropped, lighting you up like a beacon. Occasionally a ball of fire erupted in the sky, indicating another plane going down . . . but I tried 
to convince myself it really wasn’t. Almost as frightening as the fighter flares were the searchlights which eased towards you in long, 
lazy arcs. Then, just as you were certain they were going to lock onto you, they would swing away or go out. Nerve racking!”
THE DAMS RAID 

Although the Canadian Squadrons were not involved, Canadian airmen played a major role in the legendary ‘bouncing-bomb’ 
attack on the Dams of the Ruhr Valley during the night of 16/17 May 1943. Despite the heavy losses, this impressive, tactical success 
was widely publicized and provided a significant morale boost to all the squadrons of Bomber Command.

The Canadians who survived the Dams Raid. Thirty of the 133 airmen who flew on the Dams Raid were Canadians. 
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WINDOW 
‘Window’ was the most successful technique devised to jam enemy radar systems. It involved large volumes of small strips of 

metal foil, cut to a specific length. This disbursed from bundles that were dropped at designated locations along the route to the target, 
producing a confused response to enemy radar pulses. It was first used on a highly successful attack on Hamburg on 24/25 July 1943.

On this first night that Window, a top-secret tactic, was deployed, F/Lt Weedon would likely not have known anything about it but he 
clearly realized that something unusual was happening to the radar-directed searchlights.

Window being deployed during a daylight raid
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426 SQUADRON -A MOVE, CONVERSION TO LANCASTER Mk II’s, THEN PENNEMUNDE 
During May 1943, it was decided that 426 Squadron, which 

had been flying Wellingtons since its formation during October 
1942, should be re-equipped with the Lancaster Mk II aircraft and 
that the squadron should move from Dishforth to Linton-on-Ouse. 
The documents prepared at the time indicate the personnel 
involved in operating a Canadian Bomber Squadron. 

Although the vast majority of Lancasters were powered by 
Rolls Royce Merlin V-12 engines, the three hundred Mark II’s that 
were built utilized the Bristol-Hercules VI, fourteen-cylinder radial 
engine. Within the RCAF, 408, 426, and 432 operated Mk II’s. 426 Squadron Wellingtons carried the ‘OW’ designation
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426 Squadron personnel and a Lancaster Mk II -note the circular cowlings to accommodate the Hercules radial engines
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Following the move to Linton-on-Ouse and conversion training to operate the Lancaster 
Mk II, 426 Squadron became operational in mid August. Their first operation was as part of 
one of the most important Bomber Command raids of the war. 

Pennemunde is located on the Baltic coast, due north of Berlin. Here, during the 
summer of 1943, the Nazis were developing and testing the V-2 rocket. They had assembled 
many of Germany’s most brilliant scientists and a workforce that operated under the greatest 
of secrecy. When the significance of the site became apparent, Bomber Command was 
ordered to destroy Peenemunde -no matter what the cost. Pennemunde would be a 
‘precision’, low-level, moonlight raid, highly unusual for Bomber Command and making it much 
more hazardous for the crews. There would be no hiding in the clouds on this night, but the 
risk had to be accepted. 

The Pennemunde Raid of 17/18 August was a tactical success with a high percentage 
of the bombs being on target. Following the attack, the V-2 program was dispersed to various 
other locations and delayed by between two and six months. Perhaps more importantly, the 
raid resulted in the scale of the program being significantly reduced. 

However, it was a tragic night for 426 Squadron and their new Lancaster Mk II’s. Two of 
the nine aircraft did not return, including that of W/Cdr Leslie Crooks DSO DFC, the 
squadron’s commanding officer. S/Ldr Bill Swetman was immediately promoted to the rank of 
Wing Command and took over the squadron. He was only twenty-three years old. W/Cdr Bill Swetman
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NAVIGATOR -THE PEENEMUNDE LOG 
Next to the pilot, the navigator was undoubtedly the key man of the crew. His 

was an exacting role, demanding a nimble, adaptable mind for, in addition to the 
prime aim of getting to and from the target, he had to know his aircraft’s position at 
any time regardless of adverse weather or enemy action. Constantly working, he 
would rarely have the time, or the inclination, to venture outside his curtained-off 
work space and his view of an operation would generally be restricted to the 
occasional terse comments and instructions passed to the crew on the intercom. 

Jim Love

A Calgarian, Jim Love completed a tour of operations as a navigator including the 
Pennemunde Raid. Of that raid, his pilot, Jack Stephens, wrote, "The trip out was uneventful but 
very scary -flying a bomber at night with a full moon is like walking down your busiest road -naked! 
Everyone can see you. You are a sitting target for every fighter in the Reich. You want to hide but 
there's no place to go. Of the trip home, "We bombed and turned on a reverse course for home. It 
was then it seemed that fighters were everywhere. I saw a Lanc ahead of and below us, clearly 
visible in the full moon. All four engines were on fire and the fighter was standing off, following it 
down. Then I saw tracers streaming out from the rear turret but the fighter was obviously out of 
range. In my mask I was silently screaming, 'Get out, get out.' The tracers continued to stream out 
and then it was too late. He hit the Baltic and it was all over. He is my unknown V.C.” 

The following pages are Jim Love’s navigator’s log for the Pennemunde operation. Note how 
busy he was from ‘Chocks Away’ at 2144 to ‘Switches Off’ at 0455 -over seven hours later. See 
where he noted, “Several aircraft seen shot down” and “Dozens of fighters about” immediately 
following “Bombs Gone” at 00521/2.

Lancaster navigator’s position -note the 
 black-out curtain at right

This map shows the course for a raid to Berlin and back as plotted by 
 408Squadron navigator Alf deMill.
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405 Squadron began flying the Halifax Mk II on 31 May 1942 and suffered 
extraordinarily high loss rates. Leonard Cheshire who, like Johnny, would go on to 
become a commanding officer of 617 Squadron, ‘The Dambusters’, became the 
C/O of 76 Squadron during the summer of 1942. They too were flying Halifax       
Mk II’s. During a post-war interview Cheshire recalled, 

“She wasn’t really a safe aircraft. There was no margin of error when you got 
near to the stall. 

“We suddenly became aware that nobody ever came back on three engines 
and that was suspicious. I remember that I took the aircraft up and deliberately 
stalled her and I found that you couldn’t get out of the stall. The only way you could 
get out of the stall was to apply both opposite engines and both feet on one side of 
the rudder. It took all your strength and only then, you just got out. 

“So it was clear that a man who had an engine knocked out on ops would 
have no chance.” 

Despite knowledge of this significant design deficiency, Leonard Cheshire’s, 
405, and many other squadrons continued flying the Halifax Mk II’s. According to 
one member of 405 Squadron, 

“When we were sent to the PFF in April 1943, we were the only PFF 
squadron flying Halifaxes. Now Don Bennett, our AOC, suggested we would be 
better off with Lancasters but needed the Squadron Commander’s agreement. Now 
Johnny Fauquier (405 Squadron’s C/O) was a Halifax booster and the Handley-
Page representative on our ‘drome had stories of new and wonderful marks of 
Hallies that were worth trying before the final decision was made . . . Bennett out-
foxed Fauquier by sending a Lancaster to our ‘drome and leaving it sit within John’s 
view. Finally, John tried it and got home an hour ahead of the others from Berlin. 
We got one more changeover -this time to Lancasters.” 

As Jean Weir, Johnny Fauquier’s WAAF driver recalled, “Johnny was quite 
pleased with the Lancs and very impressed with them. He thought they were such 
an improvement on the Halifaxes.” 

Introduced to operations during March 1942, the Lancaster had regularly 
been demonstrating a lower loss rate and clearly had the advantages of being faster and having a higher ceiling. The last of Bomber 
Command’s four-engined aircraft to enter service, the ‘Lanc’ featured a huge, thirty-three foot long, unsegmented bomb-bay which 
made it suitable for special operations such as the Dambusters’ ‘bouncing-bomb’ attack on the dams of the Ruhr Valley that had just 
taken place two months prior to 405 Squadron’s conversion, and later dropping the huge, 22,400 pound ‘Grand Slam’ bomb. 

For these reasons and others, the Lancaster became the bomber of choice for both Arthur Harris and Don Bennett. By the end of 
August 1943, 405 Squadron had nine Lancasters on strength and the number of Halifaxes had decreased to ten. By the end of 
September, nineteen of the twenty-two bombers on strength were Lancasters and the conversion was completed prior to the end of 
October.

405 SQUADRON CONVERTS FROM HALIFAX Mk II’s TO LANCASTERS

405 Squadron Halifax Mk II with  
triangular vertical stabilizers

424 Squadron Avro Lancaster Mk X
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405 Squadron Lancasters at Gransden Lodge
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THE C/O DESTROYS 405 SQUADRON’S FIRST LANCASTER -ON THE GROUND 
As 405 Squadron was converting to Lancasters, the squadron’s C/O was W/Cdr ‘Johnny’ Fauquier 

who, at the end of the war, would be the RCAF’s most-decorated airman and regarded by many as 
Canada’s greatest bomber pilot. On 10 August, Johnny and his crew considered themselves ready to fly 
405’s first Lancaster into combat.  

Although the aircraft had been transferred from 83 Squadron, it was certainly brand new to 405 
Squadron as Johnny led fourteen bombers on a raid to Nuremberg. All returned and landed safely but, for 
some reason Johnny went off the end of the runway. After turning around and taxiing back to the runway, 
the Lancaster’s port undercarriage dropped into an overgrown ditch. The ORB report documenting the 
operation noted that, “Aircraft taxied into ditch after landing. Extent of damage not known.” 

However, it must have been known that the damage was pretty severe as it was soon determined 
that the Lancaster could not be repaired. So although no one was killed or injured, Johnny Fauquier 
acquired the dubious distinction of being the pilot of the first Lancaster lost in service by 405 Squadron      
-the irreparable damage being incurred while on the ground. The aircraft record card below notes, “C/O 
was pilot. Insufficient care to see ground ahead was clear.” 

Well known for his demanding expectations of others and his ‘colourful’ language, one can only 
imagine Johnny’s embarrassment and what he had to say, as well as the later conversations in the Mess 
amongst the pilots under his command.

W/Cdr John Fauquier
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GROUND CREW 
The operational success of a squadron and the safety of its aircrew rested 

on the shoulders of the ground crew. A close bond formed between the ground and 
flight crews -each taking pride in the accomplishments of the other. A dedicated 
maintenance team of skilled and hightly trained tradesmen serviced and repaired 
their assigned aircraft. Other, specialized ground crew serviced specific items on all 
the squadron’s aircraft. 

Working conditions were not ideal. Ground crew serviced and repaired the 
bombers in all types of weather, generally at the exposed aircraft dispersal points, 
but occasionally in draughty hangars. It was not uncommon for them to work 
through the night under black-out conditions. The work was not without danger. 
Accidents during bomb and fuel loading or assisting at crash-landings often had 
fatal consequences and enemy intruder aircraft attacked Bomber Command 
airfields. 530 Bomber Command ground crew lost their lives during the war. 

Ground crew consisted of armourers (bombs), armourers (guns), aero-
engine mechanics, instrument technicians, fabric workers, metal workers, 
electricians, riggers, and others. The following presents a taste of some of these 
roles and their duties. 405 Squadron ground crew

RIGGERS -40 HOUR INSPECTION
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ELECTRICIANS

ARMOURERS

434 Squadron armourers405 Squadron armourers ‘bombing-up’ a Lancaster
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420 Squadron ground crew changing 
 a tire on a Halifax Bomber

428 Squadron ground crew shack
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Grateful for the work done by their ground crew, 405 Squadron’s aircrew organized a dance in their honour after operations were ‘scrubbed’. 
An example of the contrast in the life of Bomber Command aircrew is this situation, where they would have been seated in their bombers, 

ready to go to war when the operation was cancelled at 20:05. Then, suddenly, they were enjoying themselves at a dance.

431 Squadron aero-engine ground crew working on a Rolls-Royce Merlin engine 420 Squadron mechanics with a Hercules engine
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Ditching in the North Sea while returning from a raid was challenging at best. Although the crews trained regularly for this 
eventuality, most ditching attempts were unsuccessful due to darkness and what were generally heavy seas. If the crew survived the 
ditching, successfully launched their dinghy, and got aboard, their chances of being found and rescued were not good. 

In the case of 432 Squadron Wellington LN554 returning from a raid to Hannover during the night of 22/23 September, 1943, 
only three of the five aboard reached the dinghy, but for them, there was a happy ending as they were rescued by a rescue launch and 
then hosted by the Royal Navy. 

The following is the report written by the three survivors, Sgt. A. Buchan, Sgt. W.I. Mayo, and Sgt. A.V.H. Haggins. Their pilot, 
Sgt. R. Barlow, who had wished them luck as they hit the water, and the wireless operation, Sgt. F. Reeson, did not survive.

“BEST OF LUCK BOYS” -DITCHING IN THE NORTH SEA
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408 Squadron airmen discussing ditching procedures
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An RAF Rescue Launch on display at the RAF Museum at Hendon
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BOMBER PILOT 
Bomber Command aircraft, in almost all cases, had only a single pilot but he 

had a duel responsibility. In addition to flying his bomber, he was also the leader of 
his crew, regardless of rank. While it was the duty of the captain to be in charge and 
tell his crew what to do, he was wise to make the fullest use of their specialized 
knowledge. But the pilot was the one to make decisions in sudden emergencies. 

Flying a four-engined bomber was hard work. Although they were equipped 
with primitive auto-pilots, most pilots didn’t trust them and never turned them on. 
There were no power-assisted controls and it took considerable muscle to 
physically wrestle the bomber in and out of evasive manoeuvres. 

In no other branch of wartime service did so great a responsibility fall on such 
young men, at times still in their teens and often not licensed to drive a car.

405 Squadron Halifax pilot
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RESOURCEFULNESS -USING AN AXE AND A ROPE
The records of Bomber Command include numerous examples of a bomber being lost, but six of the crew successfully 

parachuting with the pilot being unable to leave the aircraft. In most of these cases, the pilot sacrificed his life to enable his 
crewmembers to survive. After being damaged, it often required a huge effort by the pilot to keep the aircraft flying straight and level so 
that his crew could escape. Then, when the pilot released the controls to try to reach the escape hatch, the aircraft would enter a spin 
and the centrifugal forces would trap him in the aircraft. 

The following report describes how F/S W. Biggs, the pilot of 427 Squadron Halifax ‘P for Peter’, was saved following two attacks 
by a night-fighter that was shot down by the rear gunner, F/S H.G. McLean, during the combat.
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431 SQUADRON BEGINS FLYING HALIFAX V’S WITH MID-UNDER (VENTRAL) TURRETS 
Few Bomber Command aircraft had ventral or mid-under 

gun turrets. The Luftwaffe took advantage of this by approaching 
from behind and below until directly beneath the bomber. Some of 
their night-fighters were equipped with ‘Schrage Musik’, two or 
more 20 or 30 mm cannons mounted on the fighter’s fuselage and 
positioned to fire upward and slightly ahead, the target generally 
being the bomber’s fuel tanks in the wings, between the engines. 
Tracers were not used so the crews being attacked and those in 
other aircraft nearby had no idea where the fire was coming from. 

After converting from their Wellingtons, 431 Squadron flew 
Halifax V’s that were equipped with mid-under turrets from October 1943 until they 
converted again to Canadian-built Lancaster X’s during October 1944. These 
turrets were mounted aft of the bomb-bay -where the H2S perspex would have 
been. On almost all of the other squadrons, target information from the H2S system 
was deemed more important than the ventral turret. A second 6 Group squadron, 
420, flew Halifaxes with mid-under turrets as well.

A.R. Reid, a 420 Squadron mid-under gunner

431 Squadron Halifax Mk V equipped with a mid-under gun turret

Note that F/S Gould was designated as the wireless operator and an air gunner in this 431 Squadron crew. He would have manned the 
mid-under when required.  Sgt. Houghton was the mid-upper gunner and P/O Chick, the rear gunner.

A ‘Schrage Musik’ equipped Ju 88 night-fighter
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EVASIVE ACTION -THE CORKSCREW 
This ‘Appendix to 540’ details a 

Wellington crew’s experience during 
two attacks by Ju 88 twin-engine 
fighters and the utilization of the 
‘Corkscrew’ evasive action. This 
involved constant, rapid changes in 
direction, altitude, and speed and was 
very effective in the hampering of 
accurate shooting by the pursuing 
fighter. 

An alert air-gunner would 
shout, “Corkscrew port now,” or 
Corkscrew starboard now,” and the 
pilot would immediately begin the 
corkscrew technique. 

Often, after an initial approach 
failed to result in an opportunity for a 
successful attack, the fighter pilot 
would, utilizing his on-board radar, 
simply find another aircraft in the 
bomber stream whose air gunners 
might not be as vigilant. 

The corkscrew manouevre 
required a huge physical effort by the 
pilot as he used the manual controls 
to force the bomber to make all the 
quick changes required. The 
manoeuvre, which was sometimes 
repeated a number of times, together 
with the shock and fear, often left the 
pilot drenched in sweat and with arms 
aching.
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THE ‘RUHR EXPRESS’ COMPLETES ITS FIRST OPERATION  
On 8 October 1943, the first Canadian-built Lancaster was delivered to 405 

Squadron at Gransden Lodge. During September 1941, a decision had been made to build 
Lancasters in Canada and the first drawings arrived in January 1942. For a country still 
largely agrarian and recovering from a decade of depression, the challenge was immense. 

On 1 August 1943, the Canadian Mk X prototype (Serial number KB700) rolled off 
the Victory Aircraft assembly line and was christened, the ‘Ruhr Express’. This was an 
astonishing accomplishment given that the drawings had only been in Canada for just over 
eighteen months. Eventually, production reached the level of one aircraft per day. 

The departure of the ‘Ruhr Express’ from Malton, Ontario was an occasion for which 
the country could be proud. With much fanfare and media attention, the aircraft was flown 
to England by S/Ldr Reg Lane DSO DFC who had completed two tours of operations and 
was one of the war's most decorated Canadian airmen at the time. 

Even prior to its arrival at Gransden Lodge, much was being made in the media of 
the aircraft being ready for combat. One 405 airman recalled, “We had on hand copies of 
MacLeans magazine telling us how this aircraft was already bringing Hitler to his knees.” 

The presence of a Canadian-built Lancaster on an operational squadron was a 
major accomplishment for Canada. There was much attention paid by the Canadian press, 
both in Canada at the ‘roll-out and at Gransden Lodge for its first operational flight that was 
flown by P/O Harold Floren and crew. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation personnel were 
on hand as Canadian media specialists were given the job of making the most of the story 
for the folks back home. In fact, the crew list in the Operations Record Book notes that two 
photographers and a CBC reporter were aboard the Ruhr Express’s first operation. 

The extra, hand-written notes on 405 Squadron’s Operations Record Book indicate 
that the aircrafts first combat operation was significant to the squadron as well. 

It was very significant to the men and women of Victory Aircraft Ltd. who built her. 
One of them, George Sines, wrote the poem at right.

KB700 and crew shortly after its arrival at 
Gransden Lodge -W/Cdr Reg Lane (at left)

KB700’s Roll-Out from the  
Victory Aircraft Factory

THE RUHR EXPRESS 
May the Gods above you ever bless, 

And keep you safe, the Ruhr Express, 
May you do your job and do it well, 

And blow the Axis clean to hell. 
 

We saw you born you wondrous thing, 
We watched you grow and then take wing, 

May you fly long though war-torn days, 
And give us cause to sing your praise. 

 
The job is hard you have to do, 

But, we have faith you'll see it through, 
May we have ever cause to bless, 

Our new ship born, the 'Ruhr Express’.  
 

We have waited long to see the day, 
When you would take wings and fly away, 

At last you roar a thunderous tune, 
And Hitler too will hear it soon. 

 
So here's to you the 'Ruhr Express’, 

Speed on your way, may Heaven bless, 
Your every effort this war to cease, 

So once again we live in peace. 
 

Here's to the men your gallant crew, 
The RCAF who will see you through, 

God Save The King, may Heaven bless, 
Your crew and you, the 'Ruhr Express’.
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KB700, The ‘Ruhr Express’, with its 405 Squadron markings 
 and P/O Floren (third from left) and crew. Sadly, P/O Floren and 

crew were killed less than two months later.

After two operations with 405 Squadron, KB-700 was transferred to 
419. Following its 49th operation, KB700 experienced hydraulic 

problems and overshot the runway where it collided with 
 a trench digger, caught fire, and was destroyed.
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420, 424, and 425 Squadrons were flying Wellington Bombers when, during June 1943, they became part of 331 Wing RCAF, 
removed from Bomber Command’s control, and flew to Tunisia, North Africa to prepare for the invasion of Italy. 

Conditions in Tunisia were very challenging. The RCAF Squadrons operated from remote, hastily prepared airfields –with no 
paved runways or permanent structures. Personnel experienced high daytime temperatures, blowing sand on those occasions that the 
strong dry, hot, and sand-laden ‘Sirrocco’ winds blew north from the Sahara Desert, and freezing temperatures at night. 

Maintaining the aircraft was difficult in the extreme, particularly as the desert conditions played havoc with aircraft engines. All 
ranks lived in tents, and were subject to plagues of flies -day and night. There were no off-duty amenities -such as pubs and dances 
that were readily enjoyed by the crews in England. 

During October 1943, the aircrew and ground crew of the three squadrons returned to England aboard the SS Samaria, a former 
trans-atlantic ocean liner built for Cunard Line that became a Royal Navy troopship during the war. Their Wellingtons were left behind to 
be used by the RAF. The three RCAF squadrons were to be ‘re-equipped’ with the Halifax Mk III upon their return to Bomber Command. 

Many of the Canadian Squadrons were still flying the early model Halifax Mk II’s. The Mk III’s featured  larger, trapezoidal-
shaped vertical stabilizers that solved control deficiencies caused by the more triangular-shaped stabilizers of the earlier models. As 
well, the Mk III’s were powered by the more powerful, 1650 horse-power Bristol Hercules XVI, fourteen-cylinder radial engines. They 
quickly proved themselves to be a much superior aircraft to the Halifax Mk II. Through most of 1944 and early 1945, most of the 
Canadian Squadrons were flying the Hercules-powered Halfaxes. 

Following a move from Dishforth to Tholthorpe, and the training of aircrew at HCU’s, 425 Squadron flew its first operation with 
their Halifax III’s on the night of 19/20 February 1944.

425 SQUADRON CONVERTS FROM WELLINGTONS TO HALIFAX Mk III’s

424 Squadron Wellington, aircrew, and ground crew in the North African desert
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425 Squadron’s Form 540 for their first operation with Halifax III’s
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425 Squadron Halifax Mk III. Note the Bristol Hercules radial engines, the square vertical stabilizer/rudder, and the mid-under gun turret.
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GARDENING 
The placing of air-dropped sea mines in enemy-used waters was 

a lesser known aspect of Bomber Command’s role. Over 18,000 
‘gardening’ flights were made and some 47,000 mines were ‘sown’ near 
ports and in enemy-used shipping lanes, denying the Nazis the use of 
much of the Baltic Sea. This regular mining forced the enemy to deploy 
upwards of 20,000 military personnel and associated ships and 
equipment to deal with the mines. 

The coastlines were split into various targets and were given 
distinct code names, most (but not all) the names of trees and plants. 

The mines weighed 1500 or 2000 pounds and were robustly 
designed so that they could be deployed from an aircraft flying at 200 
mph from heights of between 100 and 15,000 feet. 

In the case of the following operation, Pathfinder aircraft placed 
‘sky markers’ that the crews of 431 and 434 Squadrons used to assist 
with the placement of, what were referred to as, the ‘vegetables’.

Gardening locations and code names
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Mines being delivered to 408 Squadron Hampdens
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Although not as dangerous as a raid to a heavily-defended enemy city, hundreds of Bomber Command aircraft failed to 
return from mine-laying operations. In the following report, 432 Squadron rear gunner, Sgt. H.J. Quesnelm, tells of a frightening 
encounter and the destruction of an enemy fighter while on a ‘gardening’ operation.
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A 6 GROUP OPERATION FROM RCAF CROFT 
The following RCAF documents relate to a Bomber Command raid to Leipzig on the night of 19/20 February 1944. Both 431 and 

434 Squadrons, based at RCAF Croft, participated in this major effort involving 852 bombers of which 9.5% failed to return. As you will 
read in the reports that follow, the Croft squadrons suffered heavy losses with five of the nineteen aircraft dispatched failing to return. 
Including those who flew with RAF Squadrons that night, 121 Canadian airmen were killed. 

Battle Orders were posted during the morning to advise the airmen that an operation was planned for the upcoming night. They 
listed the aircraft to be flown (both the serial numbers and the letter designation on their fuselage), the crews who would be flying, 
together with the number of ‘trips’ they had completed towards their ‘tour’ of thirty operations, and the times of briefings. The actual  
Battle Order for the 19/20 February operation are not available. The one below is for a 431 operation two weeks later.

BATTLE ORDER
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BRIEFING

431 and 434 Squadron briefing at RCAF Croft

Meteorological map used for briefing Bomber Command crews. This 
particular map was not for the Leipzig Raid

BOMBING UP

Small Bomb Containers about to be loaded onto a Halifax
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The following ‘Station Operations Order’ for the Leipzig Raid would have been reviewed with the crews at their briefing The 
following explanations may assist in its understanding. The capital letters refer to sections of the order as seen on the following pages. 
A: This was a major raid involving 852 aircraft including ten Halifaxes from 431 Squadron and nine Halifaxes from 434 Squadron. 
 
B: The bombers did not fly directly to the target. Their route involved a number of designated points that the aircraft would be expected 
to reach at precise times. This was always a challenge to navigators who made calculations by hand in their curtained off work space. 
Note that this was to be a seven hour and forty-seven minute operation. 
 
C: ‘SBC’s’ refers to ‘Small Bomb Containers’ which held hundreds of small, incendiary bombs. 
 
D: Note that all 852 bombers were scheduled to fly over the target and drop their bombs within a nineteen minute window. The RCAF 
Halifaxes from Croft were part of the ‘4th Wave’, a group of 130 that would pass over the target within a four minute window. During the 
early years of the war, Bomber Command aircraft flew separately through the darkness to their targets. When Arthur Harris took over 
command during February 1942, he instigated the tactic of utilizing a tightly grouped bomber stream to swamp enemy defences.  
 
E: ‘Window’ was the most successful technique devised to jam enemy radar systems. It involved large amounts of small strips of metal 
foil, cut to a specific length. This disbursed from bundles that were dropped at designated locations along the route to the target, 
producing a confused response to enemy radar pulses. It was first used on a highly successful attack on Hamburg on 24/25 July 1943. 
 
F: The Pathfinder aircraft planned on utilizing both ‘Paramatta’ and ‘Wanganui’ methods to place markers to help the bombers navigate 
to and from the target, as well as to mark the target itself for the main force bombers. The ‘Paramatta’ method simply placed the target 
markers onto the ground. It was used when there was good visibility. The ‘Wanganui’ method was used when the target was obscured 
by cloud, industrial haze, or smoke. Oboe or H2S was used to place the markers above the unseen target. Also known as ‘sky-marking, 
the target indicators were suspended below parachutes. 
 
G: The enemy sometimes utilized ‘fighter flares’ to light up the bomber steam. This night the Pathfinders planned on placing ‘spoof’ 
fighter flares to distract the night-fighters away from the bombers. 
 
H: Information regarding an ‘Emergency Diversion’ base was provided, in this case RAF Coltishall which was located close to the coast 
and much farther south than the Canadian airfields in North Yorkshire. It could be used by aircraft that were damaged or short of fuel.

STATION OPERATIONS ORDER

431 and 434 Squadron Halifaxes ready to depart  RCAF Croft
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A

B

C

D
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F

E

G
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405 Squadron pilot at debriefing

H

Once safely back on the ground after about eight hours of 
flying, the aircraft taxi to their dispersals, the engines are shut 
down, and the exhausted crews climb out of their bomber. They’re 
picked up and taken by crew bus or truck to the briefing room to 
be interrogated by the Croft intelligence staff. 

The crews answer a lengthy list of questions giving details 
of the operation they have just flown while enjoying a welcome 
mug of tea or coffee laced with rum, and likely a cigarette. The 
debriefing results are incorporated into the ORB’s, both the 
squadron’s summary on the Form 540 and the Form 541 entries 
for each aircraft. A sample of these for the Leipzig raid follow. 

The crews then return their flying kit to the lockers before 
retiring to their billets for a well-earned sleep. They may be 
operating again tomorrow . . .

DEBRIEFING
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ORB ENTRIES
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420 SQUADRON TRAINING ACCIDENT 
420 Squadron Halifax LW366 was one of 

four aircraft taking part in a cross-country training 
flight when the aircraft crashed near Aberystwyth 
on the west coast of Wales on 29 February 1944. 

All wartime flying was dangerous, not just 
operations over enemy territory. Most training 
crashes took place at Operational Training Units 
(OTU’s) and Heavy Conversion Units (HCU’s) but, 
in this case, a 420 Squadron bomber was involved. 
The aircraft’s control system failed as the crew was 
practicing an evasive manoeuvre. 

The pilot of the aircraft was F/S H.S. Hardy. 
The names of the two survivors, the wireless 
operator and the flight engineer (the authors of this 
report) appear not to have been recorded.

420 Squadron personnel and their Halifax
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FISHPOND  
Fishpond worked in conjunction with the H2S downward-looking radar that was used to assist 

with locating the target. As H2S was implemented, the operators noticed that sometimes fleeting 
echoes were visible and quickly concluded these were from other aircraft. This led to the 
development of the Fishpond system. 

Enemy night-fighters normally approached from below as it often helped silhouette the target 
aircraft against any light that might be in the sky and the lack of a ventral or mid-under gun turret on 
almost all of Bomber Command’s aircraft made it safe to approach from that direction.  Fishpond 
was a downward-looking warning device, covering approaches from below or level in any direction 
but not from above. The wireless operator monitored the Fishpond indicator unit. 

The following two reports written by 432 Squadron aircrew describe its use during operations 
in their Halifax bombers. Fishpond indicator at lower-left in 

the wireless operator’s position
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In 1944, Berlin had a population of 4,000,000 people. It was the second largest city in Europe and the capitol of the Third Reich. 
A major industrial centre, Berlin produced iron and steel, machine tools, chemicals, tanks, guns, and aircraft. Arthur Harris saw it as the 
ultimate target for Bomber Command and he unleashed a relentless attack. The bomber aircrew referred to Berlin as ‘The Big City’. 

But it was a challenging target, to say the least. For one thing, Berlin was about as far from the Bomber Command airfields as a 
city in Germany could be. It was defended by 11,000 flak guns, over 3000 searchlights, and several hundred night-fighters. 

The Battle of Berlin was a series of sixteen major attacks by Bomber Command that took place from November 1943 through 
March 1944. Although much damage was inflicted on the enemy’s capital, the effort failed in its object of inflicting a decisive defeat on 
Germany. More than 7000 aircrew and 1047 bombers, 5.1 per cent of the sorties flown, were lost. As for the Canadian Squadrons, 1249 
bombers attacked Berlin in this period and 76 failed to return, a loss rate of 6.1%.  

Arthur Godfrey, an Australian pilot with 626 Squadron, described his vivid memories of being over Berlin which, in many ways, 
was similar to other heavily defended Bomber Command targets. He wrote, 

“Berlin was an angry, glaring, writhing enormity of a target. We rarely caught a glimpse of the city beneath the unbroken cloud 
cover, but there seemed to be thousands of searchlights. Often they did not move, 
but pointed upwards and illuminated the clouds. It was like flying across a vast, 
bubbling cauldron into which was poured the sky-markers and above which burst 
the ‘scarecrow’ flares. (Many Bomber Command aircrews believed that scarecrow 
flares were being used by the Germans to deceive them into believing they were 
bombers in flames. We have since discovered that there were no ‘scarecrow’ flares, 
only exploding and burning aircraft.) 

“It was a target so bright that the bomber stream could be seen above, 
below, and around you. One was part of a vast armada of aircraft moving 
relentlessly across the target. Bomb doors could be seen opening. The black 
crosses on the fighters were clearly visible as they dived into the bomber stream, 
oblivious to the bursting flak, whose muffled crump could be heard above the roar 
of our engines.” 

A bomb-aimer wrote of Berlin, “The run-up seemed endless, the minutes of 
flying ‘straight and level’ seemed like hours, and every second I expected to be 
blown to pieces. I sweated with fear, and the perspirations seemed to freeze on my 
body.” 

Of a raid to Berlin, 405 Squadron navigator S/Ldr Powell recalled, “The 
moonlight, searchlights and fires made the scene almost a daylight raid, and the 
fighters were as thick as flies. But it’s a thrilling sight to fly above a blazing city and 
see our bombers come streaming in . . . It’s a sight you never forget -the bright 
bomb bursts, freshly-laid incendiaries breaking into flames, colourful target sky 
markers, the city burning, smoke rising, illuminating chandelier flares dropped by 
enemy fighters, crimson tracer exchanges between aircraft and all around the flak, 
searchlights and fighters.”

THE BATTLE OF BERLIN -THE BIG CITY 
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The raid to Berlin on 30/31 January 1944 was a particularly tough one for 405 Squadron

Me109 Night-fighter
405 Squadron Halifax. The container under the nose is an overload fuel 

tank, fitted in the bomb-bay for long flights such as those to Berlin.
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DOUG RENTON’S DIARY 
Born in Scotland, Doug moved with his family to 

Victoria BC when he was a child. He initially enlisted as 
a radio mechanic, but 're-mustered' to aircrew and 
trained as a navigator. 

Doug completed forty-eight operations as a 
navigator with 405 Squadron, flying with F/Lt. Lawrence 
'Mac' MacKinnon DSO DFC. His operational flying was 
during the most dangerous period of Bomber 
Command's war that included what became known as 
the ‘Battle of Berlin’ -in fact, Doug logged eleven trips to 
the 'Big City'. 

The MacKinnon crew also participated in the 
Nuremburg Raid when Bomber Command suffered its 
worst losses of the war -ninety-six bombers shot down 
and a further ten written-off after landing, making a total 
of 106 aircraft lost. 545 airmen were lost that night, more 
than were lost in the entire Battle of Britain. 

Doug was extremely fortunate to have survived 
forty-eight operations during these most-dangerous 
months when 6.1% percent of the aircraft were not 
returning to base. 

One of the museum's archives' most significant 
documents is a diary that Doug wrote detailing each of 
his forty-eight operations.

‘Mac’ MacKinnon’s aircrew and ground crew. 
Doug Renton is in the front row, second from the left.
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RETURNING FROM BERLIN IN A BADLY DAMAGED BOMBER 
The following report by P/O J.E. McIntosh of 432 Squadron details an epic effort to 

return from Berlin in a very badly damaged Lancaster following at attack by an Me 110 fighter. 
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A native of Victoria, British Columbia, Reg was posted to 35 Squadron RAF during the fall of 
1941, his first operation being a long flight to Berlin in a Halifax, through storm clouds and severe 
icing conditions. Later he carried out two daylight attacks against the German battle cruisers 
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau and twice attacked the Battleship Tirpitz. 

Commissioned in 1941, the German Navy's mighty 42,900 ton Tirpitz posed a grave threat to 
Allied shipping. Sister ship to the more famous Bismarck, the battleship carried a main armament of 
eight 15 inch guns. She saw limited action, spending her wartime career in Norwegian waters where 
she was a constant danger to Allied convoys bound for Russia. Her presence obliged the Allies to 
maintain a large fleet in northern waters to guard against her and repeated attempts were made by 
both the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy to sink her. She wasn’t sunk until 12 November 1944 when 
a force of thirty Lancasters were successful, using 12,000 pound ‘Tallboy’ bombs. 

Reg Lane attacked the Tirpitz on 30 March 1942. He recalled, “On our estimated time of 
arrival, I could see a hole in the cloud so I let down through that in tight circles, to maintain sight of 
the sea. If I had gone into cloud it would have been very risky. I could see the ship nestling against 
the side of the fjord, but as we let down every gun in the area opened up on us. We were briefed to 
go in at mast height. I knew the masts on the Tirpitz were 125 feet high, so I approached at 200 feet 
for bombing accuracy.” 

Reg’s Halifax was followed by searchlights and tracer fire as they approached the battleship. 
He had to abandon his attack because of the low cloud that obscured the sides of the fjord. When 
Reg arrived back at their take-off point at RAF Lossiemouth, he 
found that he had been the only one to find a hole in the clouds, 
locate the Tirpitz, and be shot at. 

After completing two tours of operations during eighteen 
months of continuous operations, Reg delivered the first 
Canadian-built Lancaster to 405 Squadron and then began his 
third tour. On 22 January 1944, he took over command from 
W/Cdr Johnny Fauquier and led the squadron through the 
remainder of the Battle of Berlin. Reg continued Johnny’s practice 
of ‘leading from the front’, regularly flying operations, often as the 
‘Master Bomber’. 

W/C REG LANE 

As the new C/O of 405 Squadron, W/Cdr Lane signed the Form 540 at the end of January 1944. The Battle of Berlin was 
intensifying as shown on the following page with one 405 Lancaster barely surviving an attack by fighters and another missing in action.

W/Cdr Reg Lane
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The large, plexiglass blister in the nose of a bomber provided the view of the ground below that the bomb-aimer required. As the 
target was approached, the bomb-aimer lay prone in the nose compartment and, looking through the bomb sight, guided the aircraft 
during its  ‘bomb-run’ by calling our orders to the pilot such as, “Right, steady, left, left, steady . . . bombs gone!” 

The bomb aimer had the added responsibility of manning the front turret, directly above the bomb aimer’s position. 
6 Group Headquarters kept a close eye on the squadrons -ever alert for areas of the operations that could be improved. The 

following document refers to a ‘slack attitude’ amongst bomb aimers giving some examples of errors and a general reprimand.

BOMB AIMER -“SNAP OUT OF IT AIR BOMBERS” 
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This section of the 434 Squadron 25 February 1944 ORB tells of bomb-aimer F/O R. James going well beyond his normal duties
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A SUDDEN ATTACK AND AN EARLY RETURN 
If at all possible, Bomber Command crews were 

encouraged to ‘press-on’ to their target if possible, even if 
damaged by flak or fighters en-route or experiencing 
mechanical difficulties or equipment failures. 

During this sortie, continuing to the target was 
clearly not possible after F/Lt C.J. Laird’s 427 Squadron 
Halifax ‘W for Willie’ suffered a sudden, devastating attack 
over the Zuider Zee that killed his two air gunners and 
seriously wounded his flight engineer. 

After flying across the North Sea through the 
darkness, this abrupt attack by an unseen enemy with no 
warning must have been both shocking and terrifying. 

In his highly regarded book, ‘A Thousand Shall 
Fall’, Murray Peden describes the strain of flying with 
Bomber Command as follows, 

“To a person wanting to visualize how intense the 
strain could become, how suppressed fear could swell 
and gnaw inside, I offer the following as a comparison, 
perhaps easier to imagine than the unfamiliar 
surroundings of a darkened bomber cockpit framed in 
faintly luminous dials. 

“Imagine yourself in a building of enormous size, pitch black inside. You are ordered to walk very slowly from one side to the 
other, then back. This walk in the dark will take you perhaps five or six hours. You know that in various nooks and crannies along your 
route killers armed with machine guns are lurking. They will quickly become aware that you have started your journey, and will be trying 
to find you the whole time you are in the course of it. 

“There is another rather important psychological factor: the continuous roar emanating from nearby machinery. It precludes the 
possibility of your getting any audible warning of danger’s approach. You are thus aware that if the trouble you are expecting does 
come, it will burst upon you with the startling surprise one can experience standing in the shower and having someone abruptly jerk 
open the door of the steamy cubicle and shout over the noise. If the killers stalking you on your walk should happen to detect you, they 
will leap at you out of the darkness firing flaming tracers from their machine guns. Compared with the armament they are carrying, you 
are virtually defenseless. 

“Moreover, you must carry a pail of gasoline and a shopping bag full of dynamite in one hand. If someone rushes at you and 
begins firing, about all you can do is fire a small calibre pistol in his direction and try to elude him in the dark. But these killers can run 
twice as fast as you, and if one stalks and catches you, the odds are that he will wound and then incinerate you, or blow you into 
eternity. 

“You are acutely aware of these possibilities for every second of the five or six hours you walk in the darkness, braced always, 
consciously or subconsciously, for a murderous burst of fire, and reminded of the stakes of the game periodically by the sight of guns 
flashing in the dark and great volcanic eruptions of flaming gasoline. You repeat this experience many times -if you live.”
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‘BLACK MIKE’ McEWEN TAKES OVER 
 AVM George Brookes had taken on the formidable task of forming from scratch a complete bomber group on foreign soil and 

then organizing it into a force ready for action. He was able to cope with all the nagging problems of a Group that was inexperienced, 
incomplete, and constantly in transition. He led 6 Group until February 1944, when he was transferred to 6 Group Headquarters and 
AVM Clifford M. McEwen was appointed the Group’s commanding officer.  

Born in Griswold, Manitoba, AVM McEwen was a twenty-seven victory ace from the Great War and an inspirational leader in 
every sense of the word. Known as ‘Black Mike’, he was said to have been, “An extremely energetic officer who has already become 
vastly popular with his men, both in the air and on the ground and 6 Group, under his command, was, ‘getting into its stride and putting 
up a magnificent effort.’” His nickname was acquired prior to the war while training at Camp Borden, Ontario due to his tendency to sun 
tan quickly. 
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NUREMBERG 
On the clear, moonlit night of 30/31 March 1944, Bomber Command launched a 'maximum effort' raid on Nuremberg. It was 

planned on the basis of an early forecast that there would be protective high cloud on the outward route, when the moon would be up, 
but that the target area would be clear for ground-marked bombing. Prior to take-off time for the bombers, a Meteorological Flight 
Mosquito carried out a reconnaissance and reported that the protective cloud was unlikely to be present and that there could be cloud 
over the target, but the raid was not cancelled. 

795 aircraft were dispatched -572 Lancasters, 214 Halifaxes and 9 Mosquitos. As predicted, the cloud that it was hoped would 
shield the bombers on their outward journey failed to materialize and a crystal-clear night greeted the airmen. To make matters worse, 
the normally invisible steam from the engine’s exhaust condensed, creating clearly-seen trails in the sky. 

The first fighters appeared just before the bombers reached the Belgian border and a fierce battle in the moonlight lasted for the 
next hour. 82 bombers were lost on the outward route and near the target. The action was much reduced on the return flight, when 
most of the German fighters had to land, but 95 bombers were lost in all -64 Lancasters and 31 Halifaxes, 11.9 per cent of the force 
dispatched. It was Bomber Command’s biggest loss of the war. 

The Canadian squadrons contributed 133 aircraft and, of these, thirteen bombers were lost. The Leeming-based squadrons, 427 
and 429, were particularly hard-hit, each losing three aircraft. Both of 427 Squadron’s flight commanders failed to return. 

The Nuremberg Raid was a disastrous end to the overall campaign known as the ‘Battle of Berlin’.

According to David Bashow, author of ‘No Prouder Place -Canadians and the Bomber 
Command Experience’, “‘Black Mike’ was an unrepentant advocate of arduous, realistic and 
demanding training, as well as stern discipline. No armchair commander, McEwen led fearlessly 
from the front, often accompanying his airmen on their toughest missions and against the explicit 
orders of Arthur Harris. 

“Knowing that their commander fully appreciated and shared their dangers, 6 Group’s crews’ 
performance soon became as good as any in Bomber Command, and better than most. McEwen’s 
presence was soon being taken for granted -he became a good luck symbol. 

“As the men saw it, when the man with the moustache was along, things were going to be 
fine. They felt drawn to this colourful airman who wanted to share their danger, and when ordered 
not to, could not sleep while his men were on a raid. 

“As Air Officer Commanding 6 Group, Black Mike’s credo was leadership by example, albeit in 
his case, illegal when he flew on operations, usually dressed in a sergeant’s uniform. Despite an 
almost total ban by the highest of authorities, ‘Bomber’ Harris winked at McEwen’s actions . . . 
However, what he was doing soon became known throughout 6 Group and beyond . . .” 

One of McEwen’s first initiatives upon taking command was to institute a full-scale program of 
flying training for all aircrew, regardless of whether they had recently been posted to a squadron or 
were veterans on a second tour of operations. While the crews grumbled, it is thought that the 
program played a significant role in the lower casuality rate that followed. 

When the war ended, ‘Black Mike’ was designated commander of the 
Bomber Group that was to be sent to the Pacific theatre, but with the collapse of 
Japan in August, this was no longer necessary. 

AVM Mike McEwen
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An indication of the remarkably clear conditions was the fact that F/O Hamilton was attacked ‘head-on’ at night. His report doesn’t 
mention that the fighter set an engine on fire. He gave the ‘bale-out’ order just as a second fighter attacked, shooting the burning engine 
completely out of the wing and taking the fire with it. He then cancelled the ‘bale-out’ order. He referred to Nuremberg as a ‘Horror-Trip’.
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PRE D-DAY OPERATIONS 
Following Bomber Command’s heavy losses during the Battle of Berlin and the disastrous Nuremberg Raid, the strategic 

offensive was curtailed and the Bomber Command squadrons were ordered to focus on a more tactical role by attacking targets to 
prepare for the allied invasion of northwestern Europe. Now the targets were the infrastructure that was being used by the Nazis, 
primarily in France. Railway marshalling yards, airfields and other communications targets were of primary importance -in particular 
those that which might be used to bring enemy reinforcements to possible invasion sites. 

The first of these operations occurred on the night of 6/7 March 1944, an attack on the railway marshalling yards at Trappes, 
southwest of Paris. 263 aircraft were dispatched with 124, almost half of the force, being from 6 Group Squadrons. The raid was 
thought to have been a spectacular success. Dick Garrity, a 431 Squadron navigator recalled, “In the bright moonlight the marshalling 
yards were clearly visible and we saw our bombs fall directly on the target.” Furthermore, practically no damage was done to the French 
town itself. 

Raids such as this would continue until D-Day itself -6 June 1944. 

431 Squadron ORB

A railway marshalling yard -before and after
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A LETTER TO MRS. McGUGAN 
Most Bomber Command aircrew who were killed were lost over enemy-occupied Europe or over the North Sea. In the case of 

S/Ldr F.R. McGugan, a 428 Squadron Flight Commander, his crew was forced to abandon their bomber after it caught fire over England 
while returning from a raid. S/Ldr McGugan appears to have been trapped in the aircraft after seeing that his crew escaped.
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‘Teddy’ Blenkinsop

405 Squadron C/O Reg Lane was the Master Bomber for a raid by 144 
aircraft that attacked the railway marshalling yards at Montzen, Belgium on 27/28 
April 1944. During the raid, he worked closely with his Flight Commander, S/Ldr 
E.W. ‘Teddy’ Blenkinsop, who was delegated to be the Deputy Master Bomber. 

In terms of the percentage of Canadian RCAF aircraft that failed to return, 
the Montzen Raid was the most costly of the war. The raid was one of hundreds in 
preparation for the invasion of occupied France. Fifty-five 6 Group Royal Canadian 
Air Force aircraft participated in the attack that was led by 405 Squadron which was 
to mark the target prior to the arrival of the main force. 

Following the marking of the target, the main force and particularly the 
second of the two waves, suffered ferocious opposition when attacked by enemy 
fighters. Ten, a sobering 18% of the Canadian aircraft, were lost as well as five 
aircraft from other groups. 

During the operation, S/Ldr Blenkinsop’s Lancaster was attacked by a      
Ju 88 twin-engined night-fighter. Reg recalled, "The operation was completed and 
I instructed Blenkinsop to head home. Moments later I saw the flash of an aircraft 
blowing up. I realized at once it was Blenkinsop's because the bright colours of his target indicators 
came dripping out of the explosion.” 

Although his entire crew had been killed, S/Ldr Blenkinsop somehow survived. F/Sgt Joseph 
William Murphy, a New Zealander flying as a wireless operator with No. 75 Squadron RAF, was shot 
down on 19 July, 1944. He eventually found himself in St. Gilles prison in Brussels where he met 
Teddy Blenkinsop. 

In a statement recorded by the RAF, F/Sgt Murphy recalled, "S/Ldr Blenkinsop, whom I met 
about 1 September 1944, said that while evading capture in Belgium he was helping the White Army. 
One day he was with a group of them on the way to blow up a house occupied by the Germans 
when they ran into 200 Gestapo men armed with machine guns. He fled into a wood, being 
unarmed, and was captured by the Germans. He had not done any sabotage. He was threatened 
with torture but refused to speak. Three of the Belgians, after torture, did reveal their plans and said 
Blenkinsop had been implicated. 

On this evidence the Germans said they would shoot him. Whether this was done or not I 
could not say, but he was not evacuated from St. Gilles prison with the forty odd British and 
Americans at he beginning of September 1944. At the time of our meeting, S/Ldr Blenkinsop asked 
me to relate this part of his story to our Intelligence if I got back safely to the U.K." 

It is thought that Blenkinsop was sent to work as a forced-labourer in a factory in Hamburg 
and may have spent time in Bergen-Belsen. Teddy Blenkinsop died 23 January 1945 in a 
concentration camp at Neuengamme due to heart failure following torture, beatings, forced labour, 
starvation, and various other inhumane depravations and sufferings.

This commissioned painting by John Rutherford 
depicts the Ju 88 about to attack S/Ldr Blenkinsop’s 

Lancaster as Reg Lane’s aircraft circles above.

MONTZEN -W/Cdr REG LANE AND S/Ldr BLENKINSOP 
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MID-AIR COLLISION WHILE LEAVING THE TARGET 
P/O L.A. Mann, a 426 Squadron pilot, wrote this report following a mid-air collision with an unknown Halifax, parts of which were 

found in his Halifax following his return to base.
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*Regarding the reference to ‘Darky’, this was a radio system intended for use by aircraft that were lost or in 
distress over Britain. It was eventually made redundant to a large extent by GEE. ‘Darky’ enabled a pilot to speak 
to a ground station and receive his approximate position or courses to steer until he eventually found his airfield.
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AIR GUNNERS -ENGBRECHT AND GILLANDERS 
No other members of a Bomber Command crew experienced the same 

sense of detachment as the air gunners. Suspended in space, the rear gunner 
suffered from a lack of leg room and temperatures that commonly reached -40 
degrees. His colleague in the mid-upper turret had the disadvantage of sitting on a 
canvas sling, his head and shoulders in the turret dome and his lower body in the 
draughty fuselage. 

Required to stay in their cramped quarters for up to nine hours, the air 
gunners constantly rotated their turrets, searching the night sky for enemy fighters 
and prepared to instantly direct the aircraft’s evasive actions. Their primary role 
was that of a ‘look-out’ and many air gunners never fired their guns at an enemy 
fighter. 

It was a cold, lonely and harrowing pursuit, but as the war progressed, the 
air gunners became recognized as highly trained specialists, skilled in the theories 
of air gunnery, bullet trajectory, deflection and aircraft recognition. 

424 Squadron air gunners Peter Engbrecht CGM and Gordon Gillanders 
DFM formed the most successful gunnery team in the RCAF, accounting for nine 
‘confirmed’ and two ‘probable’ enemy fighters. They began operations in May 1944, 
completing 33 sorties. 

Born in Russia, Peter Engbrecht’s family emigrated to Canada and settled in 
Manitoba. As a youngster on the farm, he became a crack shot with a .22 rifle. The 
citation for his CGM reads, “His exceptional coolness and confidence under fire was 
a source of inspiration to other crew members.” 

Gordon ‘Gill’ Gillanders was born in Vancouver. His citation reads that he, 
“has always shown courage, coolness, and determination to fulfill his duty.” 

During their second operation on 27/28 May 1944, a raid to Bourg Leopold 
in Belgium, their Halifax was attacked fourteen times by night-fighters in a running 
battle from the target to the English coast. They shot down two fighters that night. 
On 10/11 June, Sgt. Engbrecht shot down two more enemy night fighters during a 
raid on the rail facilities at Versailles-Matelots in France. On 7 August 1944 while 
flying another Halifax, ‘Galloping Gerty’, Sgt. Engbrecht shot down an Me-410 and, 
together with Gillanders, a Ju 88. During a raid on Brunswick six days later on 
12/13 August, Sgt. Engbrecht claimed an Me 210 and a ‘probable’ Ju 88. Four days 
later on 16/17 August, Gillanders was credited with an Me 110. Engbrecht claimed 
a ‘probable’ Me 262, one of the Nazi's new twin-engine jet fighters, during that 
night. 

When the war ended, F/Sgt. Engbrecht had been officially credited with five 
and one half kills and two probables. Of the probables he remarked, "As far as I'm 
concerned, I got 'em." His partner in the rear turret, F/Sgt Gordon Gillanders, was 
officially credited with three and one half enemy aircraft.

(l-r) Mid-upper Gunner Peter Engbrecht, rear 
gunner Gordon Gillanders, pilot Jim Keys

Peter Engbrecht -Mid-upper Gunner
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One of several combat reports submitted by 424 Squadron air gunners 
Peter Engbrecht and Gordon Gillanders

   -At night, Jerry has a big bag of tricks for decoys. He sends one 
a/c along your course with identification lights on. He sends one 
behind you on your tail; or has one come out of the moon. On any 
of these be sure and search on the opposite side of your a/c for 
the real attacker. 
   -His favourite position, if he can get it, is to come from below 
and climb up to 300 yards from you, directly underneath, stall his 
a/c and rake your fuselage with machine-gun and cannon fire. So 
every now and then have your pilot do steep turns so you can 
search below the a/c for fighters. 
   -Searchlights co-operate with the fighters in many different 
ways. Sometimes they send a series of dots in your direction. 
Sometimes they wave along your course. Sometimes they search 
for you and cone you. If this happens and they suddenly go off, 
then you know a fighter has found you. 
   -If there is a cloud cover below, the searchlights light up the 
clouds and you are silhouetted for the fighter above you. 
   -Jerry also uses what we call the ‘chandelle-flares’. This is either 
a single, large flare or a group of 3-5 flares. They are shot from 
the ground and hang in the air for a long time at your level. They 
light up everything for miles around and show your position to the 
fighter. 
   -One of the most important things to remember is Jerry loves a 
‘sleeping target’. If he finds you know he is there he will, 9 times 
out of 10, go away and find another bomber. 
   -Another important thing to remember as an Air Gunner is 
primarily to protect your bomber and not shoot down fighters. 
Never fire unless it is necessary. Always take evasive action. 
Firing gives your position away to every night  fighter in the 
vicinity. 
  -Evasive action should be practice until the co-ordination between 
skipper and gunner is as though one brain controlled all 
concerned. 
         -from a Gunnery Course Manual used at No.2 Bombing 

& Gunnery School -Mossbank, Saskatchewan

General Hints for Air Gunners
TACTICS
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D-DAY OPERATIONS 
Beginning in April 1944, Bomber Command focussed on pre-invasion targets, their main goal being to prevent enemy forces in 

Normandy from being reinforced by rail. By 5 June (the day before D-Day): 
-of the 37 rail targets, 22 were “sufficiently damaged to require no more attention” and fifteen were “severely damaged.” The rail system 
linking France and Germany had been “most severely crippled.” 
-2198 minelaying sorties had been flown to protect the flanks of the invasion corridor. 
-Military camps, ammunition depots, and explosive and armament factories had been attacked. 
-Most of the enemy’s airfields had been put out of action. 
-Thirty coastal batteries had been attacked. 

During the night of 5/6 June, Bomber Command flew 1211 sorties -nearly all in direct support of the invasion forces. 1012 aircraft 
attacked ten artillery batteries covering the invasion beaches. 

Radio and radar stations were also attacked and two very complex operations used ‘window’ to create images on enemy radar 
that successfully simulated landing craft approaching beaches that were not part of the D-Day invasion. 

During the years prior to D-Day, the enemy had mounted a massive effort to protect itself from Bomber Command and, later in 
the war, the American air force. This deprived the enemy’s army and airforce of vital men and equipment that otherwise would have 
been brought to bear against the Allied invasion. 75% of the enemy’s heavy anti-tank guns, manned by 900,000 soldiers, had to be 
used as anti-aircraft guns scattered all over Germany because it could not be predicted where the bombers would strike next. Enemy 
factories had to concentrate on producing aircraft which were used in a defensive role. 

Scarcely a single enemy aircraft appeared over the beaches during the Normandy Landings. 

426 Squadron’s ORB Form 540 for D-Day
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FLIGHT ENGINEER 
Apart from the wireless operator, the flight engineer of a heavy bomber crew 

was probably the most unsung member. Yet in many ways, he was the most 
knowledgeable for he had to know his aircraft inside-and-out and be prepared for 
any emergency caused either through enemy action or mechanical/electrical 
malfunctions. 

The twin-engined bombers did not have flight engineers but with the coming 
of the four-engined bombers, the aircraft’s auxiliary equipment became more 
numerous and more complicated. The four engines with their total of some twenty 
gauges, propeller and throttle controls, plus the associated fuel and electrical 
systems required full-time monitoring, so a full-time technical crewmember was 
required. In addition to being an airborne trouble-shooter, the flight engineer was 
also the pilot’s ‘right-hand man’, handling fuel management, undercarriage, flaps, 
throttles, and props, directly assisting the pilot during take-offs and landings. He 
was also capable of flying the aircraft at least straight and level and possibly even 
landing it if the pilot was disabled. On the ground, the flight engineer was the 
primary contact with the ground crew, who were responsible for servicing and 
maintaining the aircraft. 

Until late in the war, the flight engineers for the Canadian squadrons came 
primarily from the RAF. When a flight engineer school finally opened at Aylmer, 
Ontario, it graduated nearly two thousand flight engineers, all of whom went to       
6 Group. But for much of the war, it was often the case on Canadian Squadrons 
that an RAF flight engineer was part of what was otherwise, an all-Canadian crew. 

This was the case with Sgt. G.E.J. Steere, the flight engineer on S/Ldr 
Anderson’s 429 Squadron crew that was hit by heavy flak on 7 June 1944.

In a Lancaster cockpit, the flight engineer sat 
immediately to the right of the pilot, on a seat that 
could easily swing out of the way to allow access 

to the bomb-aimer’s position in the nose.
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P/O ANDREW MYNARSKI VC 

‘Andy’ Mynarski had completed twelve operations as a mid-upper gunner with 419 Squadron 
when his Lancaster took off to attack the railway marshalling yards at Cambrai, France on 12 June 
1944. After being coned and successfully evading the searchlights, the aircraft was attacked by a   
Ju 88 night-fighter. The two port engines were knocked out and the bomber was set on fire. Pilot Art 
de Breyne ordered his crew to abandon the aircraft. Unknown to Art, the rear gunner, Pat Brophy, 
was trapped in his turret. What then occurred in the rear fuselage is best told in the rear gunner's 
own words:  

"Then I saw him. Andy had slid down from the mid-upper turret and made his way back to the 
rear escape hatch. He opened the door and was about to jump when he glanced around and 
spotted me through the plexiglass part of my turret. One look told him I was trapped. 

"Instantly, he turned away from the hatch -his doorway to safety -and started towards me ... 
The cramped conditions forced him to crawl on his hands and knees -straight through the blazing 
hydraulic oil. By the time he reached my position in the tail, his uniform and parachute were on fire. I 
shook my head; it was hopeless. 'Don't try, I shouted, and waved him away.' 

"Ignoring his own condition in the flames, he grabbed a fire axe and tried to smash the turret 
free. Wild with desperation and pain, he tore at the doors with his bare hands -to no avail. Over the 
roar of the wind and the whine of our two remaining engines, I screamed, 'Go back, Andy! Get out!' 

"Finally, he realized that he could do nothing to help me. When I waved him away again, he 
hung his head and nodded, as though he was ashamed to leave -ashamed that sheer heart and 
courage hadn't been enough. 

"When Andy reached the escape hatch, he stood up. Slowly, as he'd often done before in happier times together, he came to 
attention. Standing there in his flaming clothes, a grimly magnificent figure, he saluted me!” 

Left alone in the rear turret, Pat Brophy somehow survived when the Lancaster crashed. Andy Mynarski was so severely burned 
that he died of his injuries. The remainder of the crew survived, four successfully evading capture and two others becoming Prisoners 
of War. At war's end the story of Andy Mynarski was told and a posthumous Victoria Cross awarded, the only one to a member of an 
RCAF Bomber Squadron.

Lancaster FM213 has been restored 
to flying condition and dedicated to 

F/O Mynarski VC, carrying the 
markings of his aircraft -‘VR-A’.
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NORMANDY (POST D-DAY) ARMY SUPPORT 
During the weeks and months following the Normandy landings, Bomber Command’s focus was on supporting the Allied troops 

as they expanded their occupation beyond the beach-head. There was also an effort at this time to destroy the V-1 Flying Bomb sites as 
the Nazis now had this weapon operational and London, in particular, was a regular target. 

On 7 July, the army asked for 6 Group’s assistance in neutralizing a number of fortified village strongpoints around Caen which 
had held up the advance of the First Canadian and the Second British Armies. Although the 6 Group Headquarters ORB doesn’t 
mention it, the target was marked by sixteen 405 Squadron PFF Lancasters.
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HOWARD WITWER’S STORY -SOLE SURVIVOR 
With hundreds of bombers flying in a tight ‘bomber stream’, the aircrew could often feel 

turbulence from aircraft ahead of them -but at night, they could see nothing. The dangers of mid-air 
collisions was significant but the safety of the ‘bomber stream’ was thought to more than compensate. 
The danger of collisions was highest at the turning points, en-route to the target. 

During an operation on the night of 25/26 August 1944, F/O Howard Witwer’s 419 Squadron 
Lancaster was involved in a mid-air collision at a turning point. Of the fourteen airmen aboard the two 
bombers, Howard was the sole survivor. 

Howard recalled, “Our instructions were to fly south of the target, then make about a 100 degree 
left turn, and then have about a thirty mile run into our aiming point. This operation was carried out in 
darkness, with many other aircraft in the bomber stream, some briefed to be at your same altitude, with 
no navigation lights on. The only way you would know if there were others around you was by flying 
through someone’s slipstream, or if you were close enough, you might see their red hot engine exhaust 
pipes. We had to be very near each other to see that. 

“I had just completed the turn, checked the compass, noted the Master Bomber’s flares at the 
target, when out of the corner of my eye, another aircraft was right there at the same altitude. I made 
an effort to evade a collision. As we had a closing speed of approximately 180 mph there was really no 
time to avoid contact. I did feel a little "click". I thought that I was very lucky if that's all it was. But not 
so. Within a few seconds the nose dipped. I tried to bring it up, when all of a sudden we started to go down out of control. I wasn't able 
to gain control over this tumbling aircraft. I still had my safety harness on, but I could see some members of the crew being thrown 
around. I yelled for them to bail out. It seemed that they were trying to get to the escape hatch, which was down in the nose. I kept 
trying to maneuver the controls, with negative results. It was then that I decided to release my safety harness and help the rest of the 
crew to abandon ship. As soon as I did that I was thrown against the roof, then landed on the floor. I have no recollection as to what 
happened after that until I came to, falling through the air. The pilot on the Lancaster was the only crewmember who wore a seat pack 
(parachute). I realized where I was so I groped for the D-ring, pulled it, and the chute opened. Just then I heard a huge explosion, and 
then I was dangling from a tall tree. Then there was another explosion nearby. It had to be the other aircraft crashing. 

“Now it was about 1 AM. I could not see the ground and had no idea how far I was from it. I wasn't content to hang there until it 
was daylight so I hit the quick release on my parachute harness and had a free fall to the ground, which I estimated to be about ten to 
fifteen feet. I took stock of my injuries, which were just some cuts on the head, a big cut in my tongue, and some bruising all over. 

“I lay there on the ground until daylight but I guess I slept a little. With the aid of the compass that was in the survival kit that we 
all carried on trips over Europe, I decided to start walking in a southwest direction, hoping to make it to Switzerland. I managed to stay 
out of sight until about 5 p.m, when two farmers saw me crossing a road. They yelled something and came after me. I was hoping they 
would help me to escape. It didn't turn out that way.” 

Howard became a Prisoner of War.
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BETTY’S BAR 
One of the challenges faced by aircrew was the contrast  between the hours 

in which they were operating and the remainder of their time. One day they would 
be enjoying an evening at Betty’s Bar or perhaps in a pub in the relatively peaceful 
English countryside, the next experiencing the terror of flak, fighter attacks, and 
searchlights over Berlin or some other target several hours away. 

Located in York, Betty’s Bar became one of the favourite haunts of the 
airmen of the Canadian Bomber Squadrons that were based nearby. 

The Bar was also known as 'The Briefing Room' because airmen claimed 
that they could find out all they needed to know about their next operation over a 
drink at Betty’s Bar. Nevertheless, careless talk could be dangerous -spies might 
be anywhere, even in Betty’s. 

Betty’s included a huge picture mirror behind the bar and the Canadian 
airmen used to engrave their name on the mirror. One story tells of airmen using a 
waitress's engagement ring to scratch their names on the mirror. 

By the end of the war, the mirror featured nearly six hundred names. Sadly 
many of the young men who signed their name never returned from their 
operations. 

Today, several sections of the mirror, which was damaged during an enemy 
air raid, hang in the downstair's Oak Room of Betty’s as a reminder of their wartime 
patrons. 

After returning from a daylight operation at about 3:00 PM on 31 August 
1944, the 415 Squadron airmen were advised that they wouldn’t be flying that 
evening. The squadron’s Form 540 recorded that many of the airmen spent the 
evening at Betty’s Bar.

Two airmen at the entrance to Betty’s Bar
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DUISBURG -THE CANADIAN SQUADRONS’ BUSIEST DAY OF THE WAR 
On 13 October 1944, Arthur Harris received a directive for what was referred to as ‘Operation Hurricane’ -“In order to 

demonstrate to the enemy in Germany generally the over-whelming superiority of the Allied air forces in this theatre.” Duisburg, in the 
Ruhr Valley, was selected to be the target. A raid by 1013 bombers during the day on 14 October was followed by a force of 1005 
bombers during the following night of 14/15 October. 

The Canadian Squadrons were very much involved, contributing about one quarter of the force that Harris dispatched. The 
challenge to all components of the stations was that, after returning from the daylight raid, all the aircraft had to be refuelled and 
rearmed to set off for a night raid. 

In the first attack, the Canadian Squadrons contributed 273 bombers from thirteen of its squadrons, taking off shortly after 6:00 
AM and returning about noon. As the aircraft landed, the ground crew immediately got to work servicing, refueling, rearming, and 
bombing-up the aircraft for the upcoming night operation. The mounting of a second operation so soon was a challenge for all the 
Bomber Command Squadrons but none more so that those of 6 Group. With their airfields in North Yorkshire and Durham, they spent 
longer in the air than the RAF squadrons and so had less time on the ground prior to taking off again in the evening. 

The Canadians amazed the rest of Bomber Command when they trained clerks, cooks, and other trades to assist on the flight 
line and, with their help, the job was done on time. 

267 RCAF aircraft participated in the night attack, taking off shortly after 10:00 PM. 
The two raids created chaos in Duisburg, destroying about half of its key industries, demolishing the railway station and dock 

facilities, and seriously damaging the airport. 
As the following ORB’s show, following their huge efforts to contribute to the Duisburg raids, the Leeming-based squadrons (424 

and 427) were called upon for another operation the following night as 278 RCAF Squadron aircraft attacked Wilhelmshaven. As an 
example of the effort by the aircrews, 427 Squadron pilot F/O J.T. Hardy and crew recorded three operational flights and 16 hours and 
42 minutes of operational flying within a forty hour period.
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427 Squadron Halifax aircrew
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SCARECROW FLARES 
Wartime reports and aircrew memoirs make regular mention of intense, brightly coloured, 

violent explosions within the bomber stream which often showered clouds of sparks. During a 
daylight raid a large, dark-coloured cloud was created by these explosions. Aircrew referred to these 
as ‘scarecrows’ and believed that they were a type of flare or shell designed by the enemy to look 
like fully-loaded bombers that suffered direct hits from flak or a fighter and were going down in 
flames. The thinking was that the enemy were deploying these to frighten and have a demoralizing 
effect on the bomber crews. 

Halifax bombers from 427 and 429 Squadron based at RCAF Leeming participated in the 
daylight raid on Duisburg on 14 October 1944. Leeming’s Daily Diary refers to ‘Scarecrow Flares’ 
and it is clear that it was believed that they existed. 

Post-war assessment confirmed that scarecrow flares did not exist and what the crews were 
seeing were actual bombers being hit and going down.

WIRELESS OPERATOR 
Arguable having the most unglamorous role in the crew, the wireless 

operator, often referred to as ‘Sparks’, was like the flight engineer, a virtual jack of 
all trades. 

In addition to his duties with the radios, he was expected to have a working 
knowledge of the navigator’s equipment, understand the aircraft’s electrical and 
intercom systems, and administer first aid when necessary. Later in the war, the 
wireless operator also became responsible for additional electronics such as 
‘Fishpond’ that was designed to detect enemy night-fighters. 

En-route to the target, the wireless operator regularly received ‘broadcast 
winds’, updates that headquarters received from selected aircraft on the raid so 
that all the bombers could navigate using the same wind speeds and directions. 

The wireless operator also pushed the bundles of ‘window’ down the flare 
chute and was required to act as a lookout, perched in the astrodome that 
protruded above the fuselage to direct the pilot and air gunners in the event of 
visual sightings and combat with enemy fighters. With vigilance the key to survival, 
the wireless operator would rarely leave the astrodome when in the target area. 
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THREE HALIFAXES DESTROYED ON THE GROUND 
Bomb Aimers were responsible for the operation of the front gun 

turret but it was rarely used. However during an operation on 1 November 
1944, 429 Squadron bomb-aimer F/O R.G.Herbert managed to shoot 
down an enemy fighter using the front turret. 

On the same day, 429 Squadron lost three of its Halifaxes on the 
ground, not due to enemy action but because of an unfortunate accident 
that also took the life of flight engineer P/O F.P. Platt.

429 Squadron 
Halifax on fire at 

RAF Spilsby
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The Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet was a rocket-powered 
interceptor aircraft. Designed by Alexander Lippisch, it is the only rocket-
powered fighter ever to have been operational and the first piloted aircraft 
of any type to exceed 1000 km/h in level flight. Over three hundred 
Komets were built, but the aircraft proved lackluster in its dedicated role 
as an interceptor, destroying between nine and eighteen Allied aircraft 
against ten losses. 

During the afternoon of 1 November 1944, F/O C.F. Carter (rear 
gunner) and P/O A.J. Breault (mid-upper gunner) were aboard 427 
Squadron Halifax LW130, homeward bound from a daylight raid on 
Oberhausen when they were attacked by an Me163 that opened fire on 
their aircraft. Both air gunners were able to return fire and the enemy 
aircraft was last seen falling vertically in flames into clouds below.

SHOOTING DOWN AN Me 163 ROCKET-POWERED NAZI FIGHTER
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Training Comic
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AN ICING INCIDENT  
The icing-up of an aircraft was often a danger as crews flew through storms and winter weather in bombers that had no anti-icing 

systems. This report by F/O R. LaTurner, a 428 Squadron Lancaster pilot, tells of a harrowing flight during which his Lancaster 
experienced severe icing.
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F/O LaTurner’s 428 Squadron Lancaster KB766 ‘NA-O’
W/Cdr A.C. Hull, the commanding officer of 428 Squadron wrote his own version of F/O LaTurner’s efforts in a letter 

recommending hs pilot for an ‘immediate’ awarding of the Distinguished Flying Cross, 
“On the night of the 2nd December while en route to attack Hagen, Flying Officer LaTurner’s aircraft encountered severe icing 

conditions immediately after crossing the French coast.  He lost control of the aircraft and ordered the crew to put on parachutes and 
stand by.  At 4,000 feet he regained control momentarily and ordered the crew to abandon. With consummate coolness and intrepid 
courage he remained at the controls and, as the aircraft was over French territory, decided not to jettison his bomb load or abandon the 
aircraft but to try and land. On landing he was warned by R/T of soft, filled-in craters at the end of the runway and in order to safeguard 
the landing strip and the lives of personnel on same, he swung on landing so as to land the 4,000-lb bomb on its side rather than its 
nose to lessen the danger of detonating it. 

“Flying Officer LaTurner’s first interest at all times was the safety of his crew and the aircraft.  He showed utter disregard for his 
personal safety, a high degree of courage, initiative and clear thinking. I recommend the immediate award of the DFC.” 
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A 426 SQUADRON CHRISTMAS AT LINTON-ON-OUSE 
After enduring Christmases when the outcome of the war was very much in doubt, the end was clearly in sight for the Canadian 

Bomber Squadrons by Christmas 1944. However there were still many more raids to come and many more aircraft to be lost. In fact, 
over 1100 Canadian aircrew would be killed during the final four months of the war -10.5% of the total losses.

426 Squadron airmen at Linton-on-Ouse
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431 Squadron RCAF was nicknamed the ‘Iroquois’ squadron. It was adopted by the City of Simcoe, Ontario whose citizens sent 
the airmen items that were in short supply such as chocolate, cigarettes, tooth paste, and gum. The ladies of Simcoe knitted socks and 
sweaters for the airmen and one made an Iroquois doll as a squadron mascot. 

The bomber crews took turns taking ‘Minnie Simcoe’ on operations and she completed nineteen –surviving more than many of 
the  airmen that she flew with. W/Cdr Eric ‘Marty’ Mitchell, the C/O of 431 Squadron, flew two operations with Minnie. He was presented 
with the doll following his transfer from the squadron. ‘Minnie’ is now on display at the Bomber Command Museum of Canada.

MINNIE SIMCOE DFC -431 SQUADRON’S MASCOT 

Minnie Simcoe’s logbook

W/Cdr Mitchell and Minnie Simcoe 
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THE PATHFINDERS -ROLES WITHIN THE PFF 
Following their creation during August 1942, the techniques used by the Pathfinder Force became more and more complex with 

different roles being played by the various aircraft marking a target. The following Form 541 reports by 405 Squadron crews following a 
raid to Chemnitz on 5/6 March 1945 indicate some of these roles.
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Me 262 JETS 
On 31 March 1945, Bomber Command dispatched 469 

aircraft to attack the Blohm & Voss shipyards at Hamburg where 
new types of U-Boats were being assembled. It was to be a 
daylight attack. 

Two hundred of the bombers were from 6 Group. The end 
of the war was just over a month away. However, it was still a 
dangerous time for Bomber Command aircrew. 

As the third wave flew over the target in a loose ‘gaggle’ 
formation, the 6 Group bombers were swarmed by thirty of the 
Nazi’s new Messerschmitt 262’s. Operational in mid-1944, the   
Me 262 was the world’s first jet-powered fighter aircraft. With a 
maximum speed of 900 km/h (560 mph), it was armed with four  
30 mm. cannons and some carried 50 mm rockets. 

F/O Don Saunders, a 424 Squadron pilot, was amazed at 
their speed, “I felt as if we were standing still. The gaggle closed in 
and we were wing tip to wing tip  . . . creating the closest formation 
of bombers I have ever seen! Each time the jets came the gunners were at work.” F/O Saunders 
saw five bombers shot down. 

Eleven bombers, eight Lancasters and three Halifaxes, were lost during the raid, most 
being shot down by the Luftwaffe’s jets. Of the eleven, eight were from 6 Group.
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Eight of the fourteen 434 Squadron Lancasters on the Hamburg raid reported combat with the Me 262 jets. The following ORB page 
includes entries for three of the aircraft. Note that F/O Dawson’s gunners engaged three fighters and likely shot one down. Although the 
fate of F/O Haliburton and crew was not known when the ORB entries were made, it was later determined that they too had engaged in 
combat with the Me 262’s. Enemy fire struck the cockpit, killing F/O Haliburton, his navigator, and his flight engineer. The four other 
crewmembers baled out and were captured.
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WANGEROOGE -6 GROUP’S LAST BOMBING OPERATION 
The coastal batteries on 

Wangerooge Island controlled the 
approaches to the German ports 
of Bremen and Wilhelmshaven. 
Bomber Command attempted to 
destroy them on 25 April 1945. 

Thirteen of the fourteen   
6 Group Squadrons participated 
and four Lancasters from 405 
Squadron, marked the target. 
This would be the Canadian 
Squadrons’ final bombing 
operation of the war.  

The weather was clear 
and bombing accurate until 
smoke obscured the target area. 
The area around the batteries 
was badly damaged but the 
guns were capable of firing 
within a few hours. 

Seven bombers were 
lost, six being involved in a 
tragic accident that occurred 
when one bomber hit the 
slipstream of another which then 
lurched into a third. Within 
moment six aircraft were falling 
into the sea -four of them 
Canadian. All twenty-eight of the 
RCAF crewmen were killed. 

The last Canadian 
bomber to return to base was 
428 Squadron Lancaster D-Dog. 
It touched down at 20:36, 
concluding the Canadian 
Squadrons’ bombing operations 
during the Second World War.
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6 Group Headquarters prepared this detailed analysis of the Canadian Squadron’s ‘gaggle’ formation 
 en-route and while returning from Wangerooge Island.
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‘X-TERMINATOR 
Lancaster KB732 flew eighty-four operations, 

the most of any of the Canadian-built bombers. Its 
final op was to Wangerooge. The ORB reports for   
X-Terminator’s first and final operations are shown 
below.

This photo of ‘X-Terminator’ shows 83 bomb-tallies.   
It was taken just prior to the aircraft’s departure to 

Wangerooge. An 84th bomb-tally was 
 added upon the aircraft’s return.
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405 SQUADRON'S TARGET MARKING IN THE NETHERLANDS -OPERATION MANNA 
On 25 April 1945, four 405 Squadron Lancasters marked the target for the raid on Wangerooge and five 

others marked the target for an attack on Berchtesgaden -Hitler’s ‘Eagle’s Nest’ retreat. These were the first 
Canadian Bomber Squadron’s final combat operations -four years and two days after its formation. Five days 
later, 405 was again placing target markers, but in this case, for the delivery of food. 

By April of 1945, the Canadian Army had liberated much of the Netherlands but 120,000 well-armed, 
enemy soldiers were cut off in the western part of the country. The Allies did not have enough troops available to 
conquer the area without terrible losses. After making the decision not to invade, the Allied commanders faced the 
problem of how to help the 3.5 million Dutch citizens who were starving after four years of occupation, including 
the recent, particularly difficult winter. 

Then on 29 April, the people of Holland heard the BBC announce, "Bombers of the Royal Air Force have 
just taken off from England to drop food supplies to the Dutch population in enemy-occupied territory." 

A seventeen year old student at the time, Arie de Jong wrote, "There are no words to describe the emotions 
experienced on that Sunday afternoon. More than 300 four-engined Lancasters, flying exceptionally low, suddenly 
filled the western horizon." Arie's diary recorded, "One could see the gunners waving in their turrets. A marvellous 
sight. One Lancaster roared over the town at 70 feet. I saw the aircraft tacking between church steeples and drop 
its bags in the south. Everywhere we looked, bombers could be seen. No one remained inside and everybody 
dared to wave cloths and flags. What a feast! Everyone is excited with joy. The war must be over soon now." 

It was a memorable day for the Bomber Command aircrew as well. Although there had been discussions 
with the Germans, an agreement to allow the Lancasters to drop the food supplies had not been finalized and on 
the first day of ‘Operation Manna’ the Germans were manning their anti-aircraft guns as the bombers flew over, so 
low that they could have been easily shot down. But the Germans held their fire. 

Operation Manna lasted from 29 April until 7 May and totalled 3100 flights. Over a six day period, thirty 405 Squadron aircraft 
dropped target markers at The Hague and Rotterdam.
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V-E DAY -VICTORY IN EUROPE 
The announcement of the end of the war precipitated celebrations at 6 Group Headquarters, as described in the following 6 

Group Headquarters ORB’s, and at all the RCAF Bomber Command stations. 
It had been over four years since the formation of the first Canadian Bomber Squadron and the beginning of their operations with 

Hampden, Wellington, Halifax, and Lancaster aircraft. During the twenty-eight months that 6 Group had been operating, their squadrons 
alone had flown 39,584 sorties and dropped 126,122 tons of bombs and mines while losing 784 aircraft. 

4204 Canadians had been killed serving with the Royal Canadian Air Force Bomber Squadrons. Over 6000 other Canadians had 
been killed serving with Royal Air Force Bomber Command Squadrons.
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Victory Bonfire at RCAF Tholthorpe

433 Squadron’s V-E Day Form 540 entry
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THE CANADIAN SQUADRONS AND OPERATION EXODUS 
By April 1945, there were about 354,000 ex-Prisoners of War stranded in Europe, having been liberated from POW camps 

several hundreds of miles from their homeland. They had travelled to collection points all over Europe but had no means of coming 
home. Many of these young men were sick, under-nourished, and had been wounded so it was obvious that they needed help and 
quickly. 

The Canadian Squadrons participated in ‘Operation Exodus’, flying 4329 liberated Prisoners of War to the UK. Many of them 
were fellow Bomber Command aircrew who had been shot down and captured.
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Ex-Prisoners of War disembarking from 
 a 427 Squadron Lancaster

Ex-Prisoners of War finally on their way home
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LANCASTER Mk X'S FLOWN HOME TO CANADA 
Between 31 May and 18 June 1945, the RCAF repatriated eight bomber squadrons from Europe, the aircraft flying first to the 

Azores, then Gander, Newfoundland, and finally to their designated Canadian bases. A total of 165 Lancasters were dispatched and 
164 made the crossing. KB764 was ditched in the sea off of the Azores after losing two engines. All aboard were rescued. 

Another unfortunate incident occurred on 15 June in the Azores when one bomber, taxiing for takeoff, ran into another. Both 
Lancasters were damaged and F/Sgt W. Halloway, a rear gunner, was killed.
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Arthur Harris (left) and ‘Black Mike’ McEwen
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OPERATION DODGE 
Some of the Canadian Squadrons participated 

in ‘Operation Dodge’ that saw the repatriation of Allied 
troops and POW’s from the Mediterranean area, as 
well as the transportation of staff. Many of the 
Canadian Lancasters flew via Italy, on a six-hour flight 
to bring them home. 

Each Lancaster could carry up to twenty-two 
passengers. Folding canvas seats were hung the full 
length on the fuselage, but there was no heating or 
parachutes and with no oxygen supply for the 
passengers, the aircraft had to fly at a low altitude.

SIGHTSEEING FLIGHTS 
Ground crew were offered the opportunity to fly 

over what had been occupied Europe to view the 
enemy cities that had been targets.

6 GROUP’S FINAL OPS 
BOMB DISPOSAL FLIGHTS 

At war’s end, thousands of tons of bombs 
remained in the bomb dumps of the airfields used by 
the Canadian Squadrons. Over a period of four 
months, squadrons based at Leeming and Skipton-on-
Swale ‘disposed’ of them by dropping them into the 
sea at specific ‘jettison areas’. 

Lancasters at Naples, Italy during Operation Dodge
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TIGER FORCE 
As the Canadian Lancasters and crews reached the maritime provinces, they 

were met by VIP’s, bands and enthusiastic crowds. Aircraft adorned with risqué nose 
art and bomb tallies recording dozens of sorties attracted special attention. 

Tiger Force was being organized, but the atomic bombs were dropped and the 
war in the Pacific ended before this new strategic bombing unit that was to evolve 
from Bomber Command was deployed. Members of the Canadian Bomber 
Squadrons, both air and ground personnel, were among the thousands of 
Commonwealth personnel who had volunteered to serve against Japan 

Before training for the Pacific, the air personnel were granted a month's leave. 
The training was expected to last approximately six weeks after which they would be 
posted back to Britain, roughly two squadrons at a time, to undergo conversion to the 
Avro Lincoln, a more powerful and longer range bomber. Given these moves back 
and forth across the Atlantic, it was expected that the first two RCAF Tiger Force 
squadrons would be operational in the Pacific no earlier than January 1946. 

431 Squadron was selected as one of the RCAF squadrons to form Tiger Force. V-J Day at RCAF Leeming
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420 Squadron Lancasters and others temporarily stored at Scoudouc, New Brunswick

POSTWAR -THE CANADIAN BOMBER SQUADRON’S AIRCRAFT CONTINUE TO SERVE 
Beginning in 1946, many of the Canadian-built Lancasters were modified for 

service in Canada with the post-war RCAF. Fourteen were modified for aerial and 
photo reconnaissance work. These aircraft were used in the mapping of much of 
northern Canada and some continued to serve until 1962. 

In the late 1940's the international situation was again changing with the 
increase in tension between East and West culminating in the Berlin Airlift of 1948 
and what Winston Churchill christened as, ‘The Iron Curtain’. Canada reacted in 
several ways, one of which was the modification of seventy Lancasters to become 
Maritime Reconnaissance/Patrol aircraft primarily in an anti-submarine role. 

This involved the installation of radar and sonobuoy operators' positions in 
the rear of the aircraft and the removal of the rear and mid-upper gun turrets. A 400 
gallon fuel tank was placed in the bomb-bay to increase the aircraft’s patrol range. 
As well, provisions were made for a full time co-pilot and a cooking stove was 
installed in the centre section. Upgraded electronics, radar, and instrumentation 
and a new paint scheme completed the conversion. 

Referred to as Lancaster 10MR/MP's, they served throughout the 1950's 
until they were replaced by the Lockheed Neptune.

Formerly 425 Squadron Lancaster ‘KW-A’, KB894 
served as RX-894 with 407 Squadron  

based at Comox, British Columbia
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THE CANADIAN BOMBER COMMAND SQUADRONS 

405 
 
408 
 
415 
 
419 
 
420 
 
424 
 
425 
 
426 
 
427 
 
428 
 
429 
 
431 
 
432 
 
433 
 
434

LQ 
 
EQ 
 
6U 
 
VR 
 
PT 
 
QB 
 
KW 
 
OW 
 
ZL 
 
NA 
 
AL 
 
SE 
 
QO 
 
BM 
 
WL

Vancouver 
 
Goose 
 
Swordfish 
 
Moose 
 
Snowy Owl 
 
Tiger 
 
Alouette 
 
Thunderbird 
 
Lion 
 
Ghost 
 
Bison 
 
Iroquois 
 
Leaside 
 
Porcupine 
 
Bluenose

Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Hampden, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Halifax 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Hampden, Wellington, Halifax, 
Lancaster 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Halifax, Lancaster 
 
Halifax, Lancaster

SQN 
CODE

NICK- 
NAME

SQN 
NO. AIRCRAFT FLOWN

-Flew more operations than any other squadron 
 
-Flew Bristol Hercules powered Lancasters 
 
-Initially served with Coastal Command 
 
-Had the most losses of the all the Canadian Squadrons 
 
-420, 424 and 425, served for four months in North Africa 
 
-Squadron crest was derived from Hamilton rugby team 
 
-Had a ‘French-Canadian’ focus 
 
-Flew Bristol Hercules powered Lancasters 
 
-Flew 2800 Halifax sorties, more than any other squadron 
 
-Flew 283 operations,dropping 9,500 tons of bombs 
 
-Currently operates the RCAF’s CC-177 Globemasters 
 
-Reformed as 431 Air Demo. Squadron -The Snowbirds 
 
-Flew 283 ops, dropping 9500 tons of bombs and mines 
 
-The last Canadian Bomber Squadron to be formed 
 
-Adopted by the Rotary Club of Halifax
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405 Squadron

415 Squadron

408 Squadron
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419 Squadron

424 Squadron

420 Squadron
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425 Squadron

426 Squadron

427 Squadron
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428 Squadron

429 Squadron

431 Squadron
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432 Squadron

433 Squadron

434 Squadron
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A geophysicist, teacher, and interpretive guide in the Canadian 
Rockies, Dave was a founding director of the Nanton Lancaster Society 
which operates the Bomber Command Museum of Canada. One of 
hundreds of the museum’s volunteers, he has been primarily involved with 
the development of its library and archives, of display material for the 
museum, and with the research associated with its special events. 

Dave is the author of: Baz -The Biography of S/Ldr Ian Bazalgette 
VC, People and Planes, FM159 -The Lucky Lancaster, Nose Art -The 
Clarence Simonsen Collection, The Canadian Air Force at High River, Big 
Joe McCarthy -The RCAF’s American Dambuster, Leading the Stearmans, 
and Johnny -The Biography of Air Commodore John Fauquier. 

Dave is also the author of several books regarding the mountains of 
the Canadian Rockies, www.peakfinder.com, and a number of mobile 
device applications for the Canadian Rockies.

The Author
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